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Viva
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A guide to local living
America Bound?

Hottest destination for Summer 2016

UAE Staycations
Our top tips on where to stay,
what to eat and when to go

New horizons. New experiences.
We’re truly passionate about travel
and our history is filled with exciting
expeditions and pioneering tales. We’ll
share our ideas, travel stories and
knowledge with you because we want
you to be assured that we deliver the
best holiday possible.
We tailor make every reservation to
ensure that every single one of your
requests is adhered to. It’s what we pride
ourselves on.
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Rosewood London's Mirror Room: An excellent choice for afternoon tea - London style

Looking for
accommodation
in London?

Book your next vacation to London with
Oceandusk Global Wholesale Travel
+44 (0)20 7582 2233
uk@oceandusk.travel
www.oceandusk.travel
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In the summer issue of
Voyager, we show why we
think the USA is one of the
best places to vacation.
We show you where to go,
what to do and give you
some top tips on must-see
things. We also shed light
on a new area of business
for the company - the rest
of the world. Being our
25th year, we wanted to
show you how far we've
come as a company and
so we've put together a
selection of activities and
things to do and see outside
our usual perimeters of the
UK, Europe, USA and UAE.
Enjoy!

The forces of nature - of
wind, seas and ice - have
combined to give this
relatively small, island
kingdom an amazing variety
of landscapes - all within
relatively short distances of
each other. No one in the
UK is ever more than two
hours from the sea. The
UK's cities and towns have
a lot to offer visitors - from
the hip, shopping scene of
Manchester to the dreaming
spires of Oxford and the
lively art scenes of Glasgow.
Rest assured, you'll never
be bored when travelling
throughout the UK!

Souks, spices, sand and
soaring skylines; the
countries of Oman, Bahrain,
Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and the UAE are an alluring
option for those who are
time-light. As a result of
this, we've put together
a comprehensive guide of
the region. In Abu Dhabi
we show you how to
master dining in the UAE
capital, we give you our
top recommendations of
desirable hospitality hotspots
on the GCC doorstep perfect for those looking for
a relaxing weekend escape
away from the kids, and
we give you our top tips on
where to eat and what to
see and do when in Bahrain.

Thanks to centuries of
history, popular movies and
legendary literature, the
allure of Europe’s landscapes
and cultures has been
greatly romanticised. As the
smallest of all the continents
and with 27 countries
located within the European
Union alone, Europe offers a
variety of travel experiences
for both long and short
visits, and is the perfect
place to go, whether you're
looking to stick to a planned
itinerary that includes several
stops or you're focused
on a single location, a trip
to Europe can provide
experiences and memories
to last a lifetime.

KEEP IN TOUCH - We welcome your comments and recommendations, which we may edit for clarity and space. Contact Jess Carey, Marketing Manager at
Oceandusk Group on jess@oceanduskgroup.com with any questions or queries you may have and we would be delighted to be of assistance to you.
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@Oceandusk
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DESTINATION
WESTFIELD
L ONDON’S ULT IM AT E SHOPPING E X PERIENCE
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EXPERIENCE LONDON
FROM NO.1 PARK LANE

Situated at one of the capital’s most prestigious addresses, InterContinental London Park
Lane offers a magical location in which to explore London with your family. Enhance your
stay with spacious interconnecting rooms and suites, access to Club InterContinental,
carefully designed children’s menus, fun amenities and activities. Inspired by its location
overlooking the Royal Parks, the hotel delivers elegant natural interiors and award-winning
seasonal cuisine.

Do you live an InterContinental life?
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Find out more at
parklane.intercontinental.com
INTERCONTINENTAL LONDON PARK LANE • ONE HAMILTON PLACE, PARK LANE • LONDON • W1J 7QY

Travel
News
How Tourism is Boosting the World Economy
According to a recent report released by
the World Travel and Tourism Council, a
London-based non-profit organisation
that researches the global effect of
tourism, the travel and tourism industry
added 7.2 million jobs and contributed
$7.2 trillion to the gross domestic product
in 2015.
“Despite uncertainty in the global
economy and specific challenges to travel
and tourism last year, the sector grew by
3.1%, contributing a total of 9.8% to
the global GDP,” stated David Scowsill,
president and CEO of the World Travel &
Tourism Council.
This rise comes despite a year filled with
hurdles in the travel industry like Zika
Virus, Ebola, and safety threats. “Disease

outbreaks, currency fluctuations and
geopolitical challenges have impacted
the sector at a country or regional level,
but travel and tourism at the global level
continues to produce another robust
performance,” added Scowsill.
Contributing factors include a global
increase in middle-class household
incomes, an aging population, the power
of the U.S. Dollar, and the “growing
connectivity
between
destinations,
making travel more accessible and
affordable.”
And this performance is expected to
continue. According to the report, the
tourism industry is expected to grow 4%
annually over the next 10 years.

"Did you
know...
the travel
industry is
responsible
for 7.2
million
new jobs
worldwide?"

Capture the Moment
Ever regret not getting a photo of that
special moment? A proposal in Paris or
an underwater adventure in Dubai is far
too important to document with just
an outstretched arm or a selfie stick.
Thankfully, now there's a professional
photographic agency that can come to
you. Flytographer offers 30, 60 and 90
minute sessions in more than 150 cities
across the globe. The result? An online
gallery that you can download in high
resolution.
www.flytographer.com

Tout De Sweet
Led by Pastry Chef Julien Alvarez, little
cooks can now drizzle and dunk their
way to delicious desserts in a Fun with
Chocolate class at The Peninsula Paris.
The best part? At the end of the three
hour masterclass, they get to eat the
results. The course is part of Peninsula
Academy, now open at the hotel.
Enquire now:
europe@oceandusk.travel
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The best homes.
The best service.

Spend the summer in London. Take a
stroll through the Royal Parks, sample
Knightsbridge’s upscale shops – and
make yourself at home with onefinestay.
Each onefinestay home is hand-picked
for space, character and comfort.
That’s not all – we carefully prepare
every home and welcome you when you
arrive. And nine out of ten guests would
highly recommend us to their friends.

onefinestay.com
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Top 20 Airlines
of 2015/2016
More than 75,000 readers voted in the 2015-2016 Telegraph Travel
Awards, announced this week. Here are the airlines you rated most
highly.
Best Long-haul Airlines

Research survey reveals over
76% of spa operators expect
revenue growth in 2016
Revenue growth is anticipated for the Dubai spa market,
according to a report issued by Colliers International
featuring the results of a survey completed by 25 leading
spa operators between January and February 2016.
The results from the survey indicate the major challenge
faced by the growing spa industry in Dubai and has been
the sourcing of skilled manpower, followed by an increase
in price sensitive customers and influx of new spa entrants
to the market.
Head of hotels at Colliers International in the MENA
region, Filippo Sona said: “Given that Dubai currently
offers a very limited number of spa-specific college level
courses and training programmes, it is not surprising that
recruitment of therapists was identified as the biggest
challenge that the market faced last year. At present
operators rely on external training which is both time
consuming and costly. Changes are on track, as spa
courses are being introduced into curriculums.”

Dubai Introduces Holiday
Home Law to Curb Airbnb
The 300-plus Dubai renters currently listed on Airbnb
might be advised to get a copy of the DTCM Executive
Resolution 3/2015. The new ruling states that homeowners
are required to use "a Dubai Tourism licensed operator to
rent out their homes, and the broad licensing criteria covers
quality standards, amenities, health & safety, insurance,
necessities, code of conduct alongside wider community
integration.
"Dubai Tourism will regularly inspect registered homes,
which are classified as Standard or Deluxe, depending on
their offering, to maintain standards and issue penalties
for non-compliance to regulatory demands," a statement
reads.

Emirates - 60%
Singapore Airlines - 59%
Air New Zealand - 46%
Virgin Atlantic - 43%
British Airways - 41%
Qatar Airways - 38%
Etihad - 33%
Cathay Pacific - 33%
Korean Air - 28%
Thomson - 25%
Thai Airways - 25%
EVA Air - 25%
Swiss - 24%
Aer Lingus - 23%
Japan Airlines - 20%
KLM - 20%
Icelandair - 17%
Malaysian Airlines - 17%
Qantas - 15%
Finnair - 14%
A victory, via the tightest of virtual photo finishes, for the Dubai
carrier, seeing it eclipse Singapore Airlines by the same hair’s
breadth which cost it the crown – to the same competitor – at the
last Telegraph Travel Awards.
In truth, such narrow margins are a tribute to both carriers’
qualities, but Emirates’ growing commitment to flying from the
UK has perhaps assured it your seal of approval. In October, it will
add a fourth flight from Gatwick to its base city, bringing the total
daily connections between Dubai and London (Heathrow as well as
Gatwick) to 10.
The airline also operates to its home airport from Birmingham,
Glasgow, Manchester and Newcastle, meaning that passengers
living in the North and Scotland can head across the planet without
the inconvenience of having to change planes in the capital. Beyond
this, Emirates flies to all six inhabited continents.
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RAISING THE BAR
INTERVIEW WITH THE MANAGING DIRECTOR

We find out Wasim Ud Din's thoughts on who we are as a company - where we came from and how
we continue to grow and remain a force to be reckoned with...
The industry has changed dramatically over the last 25 years.
How have you managed to keep up with the market?
In terms of diversification, our London product offering has always
been a cornerstone in our master plan, but it became apparent
a couple of years ago that we needed to expand our portfolio
to the Continent and to the USA. Mirroring that, our focus until
recently in the Middle East has been Dubai, however, the market is
demanding that we also provide offerings such as Abu Dhabi and
other Emirates. In more recent times, we have been called upon to
consider other Middle Eastern destinations, including Oman and
further expansion into Saudi Arabia and Bahrain.
How have you turned the company from a small business
enterprise into a global company?
We have always been known for delivering exceptional service to
our clients in London, so the market called upon us to also assist
with these new destinations. Couple that with our exciting online
system; ODOS (Oceandusk Online System), there really is a seismic
shift in the way that we are conducting ourselves as buyers and
as suppliers. With a seamless guest experience in mind, our focus
on the individual traveller, and our commitment to high levels of
service delivery is something that has always been a keystone in the
company’s foundation.
What are the company's plans in regards to targeting the
GCC market?
I think it is fair to say that the afore mentioned shifts in our
product and service offering is part of the on going plan in terms
of expansion and delivery. The online system, new destinations on
offer, growth of the individual companies (linked to the growth of
our portfolio), as well as gaining ground in our traditional market
are key parts of our focus. There is also a desire and plans are afoot
to seek additional far flung markets, away from the traditional GCC,

as our reputation grows, hence the reason why we've decided to
include a new section in Voyager - showcasing our product offering
in destinations outside those of our 'usual' remit.
How popular is this market to date for the group? What
growth are you planning to achieve to this extent?
Having established ourselves in the market over the last 25 years,
we cannot turn our back on this lucrative region. I can confirm
that our long standing focus on the GCC market will remain - as it
has done over the last 25 years - as it is the heart and soul of our
business. We would however be remiss if we were not to set our
sights on developing other source markets, as it is also recognised
that there are outside factors beyond our control that we have
to be prepared for (the economy and the current global political
situation to name but two external factors affecting our industry).
With that in mind, our percentage growth aspirations are certainly
in the high double digits and we are on pace to exceed these in
2016 and 2017.
How will you achieve this growth?
Never losing sight of our goals, but always remembering where we
came from is paramount.
We have heard that there are plans in regards to expansion
aspirations for destination and markets. Could you outline
this further?
With a new, energetic and motivated team on board, we are
exploiting all opportunities internally and externally which is driving
the future direction. Market expansion we touched on earlier,
combined with a new focus on contracting smarter, adopting
operational excellence, and coupled with a strong marketing
strategy, will all form part of our success when followed through
with our new sales focus and online system.
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CONTEMPORARY
LUXURY
TRADITIONAL
GLAMOUR
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Within the heart of bustling Knightsbridge,
overlooking the Royal Hyde Park, take a step back
in time to London’s finest boutique-grand hotel.
Discover more at thewellesley.co.uk

Grand Central
Whether it’s sophisticated luxury or a cosy hideaway
you’re after, there’s a London hotel to fit the bill

The Lanesborough
[Knightsbridge]

Renowned as one of the finest hotels
in Europe, the Lanesborough reopened
its doors in July 2015, after an 18
month renovation by the late master
of interior design, Alberto Pinto. More
than 300 artisans were employed to
refit the interior of the Grade II listed
building to reflect its Regency heritage.
Meticulous attention to details was
paid to the ceiling to restore the
original plastering, cornicing and fresco
painting, while select British suppliers
were employed to create textiles and
carpeting. At the helm of in-house
restaurant Celeste, is newly appointed
chef Florian Favario (formerly Head Chef
at sister hotel Le Bristol's three-Michelin
starred restaurant, Epicure). Meanwhile,
afternoon tea can be enjoyed with a
tea sommelier on hand to assist with
the extensive choice. Beyond the main
dining areas is The Library Bar, a comfort
zone with wood-panelled walls and a
regular pianist; and The Garden Room,
where rare Cuban cigars are available
from the walk-in humidor.

The Wellesley
[Knightsbridge]

Based in a converted 1920's
townhouse, the glitz and glamour of
the period is still incredibly evident
throughout The Wellesley. Strong Art
Deco influences dominate the exterior,
with geometric tiling, gold finishes
and elegant crystal light fixtures. The
Jazz Lounge plays live music - perfect
for those quiet evenings in. Rooms are
spread over five floors, with 14 of the
suites named after prominent figures
from the era, such as Ella Fitzgerald,
Evelyn Waugh and Charlie Chaplin. The
sixth and seventh floors are dedicated
to the Wellesley Penthouse, which has
four bedrooms and a terrace.
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In the heart of Knightsbridge.
With the world class shopping of Knightsbridge and tranquil Hyde
Park on its doorstep, Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park is London’s most
fashionable address and offers guests:
t-PDBUFEJOUIFIFBSUPG,OJHIUTCSJEHFBOEUIFPOMZIPUFMTJUVBUFEEJSFDUMZPO)ZEF1BSL
tMVYVSJPVTHVFTUSPPNTPWFSMPPLJOHUIFIPUFMTRVJFUDPVSUZBSE CVTUMJOH,OJHIUTCSJEHF
PSTFSFOF)ZEF1BSL
tTQBDJPVTTVJUFT SFDFOUMZSFmOFEBOENPTUPGXIJDIPWFSMPPL)ZEF1BSLBOENBOZXJUI
QSJWBUFUFSSBDFTBOECBMDPOJFT
t"TIPQQFSTQBSBEJTF5IFIPUFMJTEJSFDUMZPQQPTJUF)BSWFZ/JDIPMT QPTJUJPOFEBUUIFFOE
PG4MPBOF4USFFUBOEKVTUNPNFOUTBXBZGSPN)BSSPET
t5XPBXBSEXJOOJOHSFTUBVSBOUT#BS#PVMVE -POEPOPGGFSJOH'SFODICJTUSPTUZMFDVJTJOF
PG%BOJFM#PVMVEBOE%JOOFSCZ)FTUPO#MVNFOUIBMGPDVTJOHPOEJTIFTJOTQJSFECZ#SJUBJOT
IJTUPSJDHBTUSPOPNJDQBTU
t5IF3PTFCFSZ-PVOHF UIFRVJOUFTTFOUJBMMPDBUJPOGPSBGUFSOPPOUFBBOEBMMEBZSFGSFTINFOUT
t%FEJDBUFEDIFGTTQFDJBMJTJOHJO.JEEMF&BTUFSOBOE)BMBMDVJTJOF
t/FX MFJTVSF GBDJMJUJFT GPS HVFTUT  JODMVEJOH B TUBUF PG UIF BSU  IPVS mUOFTT TVJUF BOE
NFUSFJOEPPSTXJNNJOHQPPM
t"XBSEXJOOJOHIPMJTUJDVSCBOTQBFYQFSJFODFXJUITVCMJNFUIFSBQFVUJDUSFBUNFOUT
t1SBZFSNBUTBWBJMBCMFJOSPPNTVQPOSFRVFTU
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66 Knightsbridge, London SW1X 7LA mandarinoriental.com

The Langham
[Portland Place]

This year marks 150 years since The
Langham opened its doors as one
of Europe's first purpose-built grand
hotels. Among those present in 1865
was the future King Edward VII. Such
a long and prestigious history hasn't
stopped The Langham from keeping
up to date! With its commemorative
birthday came the opening of two
exclusive annexes: The Sterling Suite
and The Langham Club. The first
is designed to give guests all the
comforts of home, in a private six
bedroom apartment, with a home
cinema and a dining area, as well as
24-hour butler service. The second is
an exclusive sanctuary inspired by a
private members' clubs of the Victorian
era. Here, guests can use the lounge
or the meeting room space, and take
advantage of The Butler’s Pantry
(containing culinary delights from the
hotel's in-house restaurants).

Mandarin Oriental Hyde Park
[Knightsbridge]

Originally built to house an exclusive gentleman's
club, the Mandarin Oriental building has been a
London landmark since 1889, and was once the
capital's tallest building. While many hotels boast
royal connections, no other can lay claim to the
fact that Princess Elizabeth and her sister Princess
Margaret learned to dance in its ballroom. The
Mandarin Oriental is also the only hotel to have
a royal entrance on Hyde Park. In 1902, when
the building became a hotel, the then Monarch
requested the main entrance be relocated to the
Knightsbridge side, meaning the old entrance is
now only used by royalty or on special occasions.
More recently, the hotel underwent a £57m
overhaul; and among the additions was a state-ofthe-art spa, spread over two floors. The spa includes
a heated pool, gym and eight treatment rooms. The
Mandarin Oriental also vies for top billing when it
comes to food, having installed two restaurants run
by high-profile Chefs: Dinner by Heston Blumenthal,
which serves up reimagined versions of historical
British dishes, and Bar Boulud by Daniel Boulud,
whose New York restaurant has two Michelin stars.
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LONDON
BY COMO

is abou† experiencing †he ci†y ’s glamour, cocooned in con†emporary luxury
Within a short walk of Knightsbridge lies The Halkin, and its Michelin-starred Spanish restaurant, Ametsa with Arzak Instruction. This
discreet neighbourhood address in Belgravia promises some of the most elegant suites in town – steeped in light with London rooftop views.
18

On nearby Park Lane in Mayfair, the Metropolitan hotel delivers cool London glamour with the spectacular COMO Suite overlooking Hyde
Park’s green sward. Then just around the corner, our Metropolitan Apartments have access to all the hotel’s facilities, including the COMO
Shambhala Urban Escape spa. Here you can expect the comfort, privacy and detail of a generous private home. Throw in attentive service,
our in-the-know concierge teams, private shoppers, drivers and more, and with COMO, you’ve got the inside track on London secured.

The Kensington
[Kensington]

Situated in one of London's
most exclusive neighbourhoods,
The Kensington has the
look and feel of a homely
townhouse, but with all the
polished service you'd expect
from a five-star hotel. There
are 126 guest rooms and 24
suites, all decorated in a classic
English style. In the relaxed
public areas, visitors can sample
nutritional drinks at The Juicery,
and a vibrant seasonal menu
at the Town House restaurant,
overseen by Executive Chef
Steve Gibbs, formerly of Hix.
Residents can take advantage
of spa treatments in their own
room or in the hotel's treatment
room, with therapies such
as deep-tissue massage and
reflexology available.

Metropolitan by COMO
[Mayfair]

Autumn 2015 saw the completion of a top-to-toe redesign of the hotel, keeping Metropolitan
London in tune with evolving guest expectations. In their 144 rooms, suites and the lobby,
they have introduced fresh palettes of natural hues and textures - influenced by the flora of
Hyde Park in shades of green and berry, as well as rich American walnut and sycamore, with
dark and pale timbers. Oversized windows flood the rooms with light and contemporary
furnishings, completing each space and ensuring they carefully calibrate a balance between
work and relaxation, which is complemented by their passionate approach to service. The
vibrant Park Lane property boasts a cool, contemporary product, and successfully combines
accurate service and sophisticated design, which ties in perfectly with their food and beverage
offerings (Nobu), as well as their renound COMO Shambhala Urban Escape, which offers an
excellent range of Asian-inspired therapies.
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An iconic London Hotel
Grosvenor House, A JW Marriott Hotel is one of London’s most iconic
hotels. Centrally located in the heart of London overlooking Hyde Park in
exclusive Mayfair, it holds one of the capital’s most desirable addresses in
‘Park Lane’.
Close to London’s famous shopping districts and cultural attractions,
Grosvenor House has a rich and fascinating history. Guests can expect an
approachable sense of luxury, attentive service, a brand new Lobby, Park
Room and Executive Lounge, a collection of newly refurbished suites and
two new Royal Suites that have been expertly designed and influenced by
the proximity of Hyde Park and the heritage of Grosvenor House.
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Culinary experiences include award-winning afternoon tea in The Park
Room and one of the best steaks in London at JW Steakhouse. For a more
traditional British setting, enjoy the best from land and sea at Corrigan’s
Mayfair. An extensive in-room dining menu featuring international cuisine
is available 24 hours a day. Don’t miss out on the world famous JW
Cheesecake, available throughout the hotel in three sizes.

Grosvenor House, A JW Marriott Hotel
Park Lane, London W1K 7TN
londongrosvenorhouse.co.uk

CIGAR
CENTRAL

True aficionados of the cigar know what most non-smokers do not
- a fine cigar, much like expertly crafted cuisine, is not meant to be
rushed. By all accounts, cigar lounges are often dens of indulgence,
places where a specific breed of sophistication is practiced and
time stands still until the final puff has been savoured. We give
you an insight into our top cigar bars accross the city...
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UNRIVALLED LUXURY
EXCLUSIVE MAYFAIR ADDRESS
Situated in the heart of London on the exclusive Park Lane, Grosvenor House
Suites by Jumeirah Living offers the services of a luxury hotel combined with
the comfort, security and generous living space of a private Mayfair residence.
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www.jumeirah.com/ghs

Park Lane, London W1K 7TN

Bulgari Hotel & Residences
Sharp, masculine and draped in
dark, low-energy hues, The Edward
Sahakian Cigar Shop and Sampling
Lounge in the Five Star Bulgari Hotel
& Residences embodies the perfect
smoking environment every cigar
lounge should possess. Even the
journey to the space exemplifies
understated sophistication. After
making your selection from cigar
magnate Edward Sahakian’s personal
collection (including the rare Cuban
Davidoff Dom Pérignon and Partagás
No. 4 Reserva), the adjacent Sampling
Lounge provides a comfortable place
to rest as you take time to enjoy each
puff. Considering the cigars are stored
in individually controlled, heat-treated
oak humidors, take time you must.

The Lanesborough
The lush subterranean
terrace holds just 35
guests and is a moody
space dimly lit by subtle
spotlights set in the oak
paneling above, scattered
candles resting on woodcarved tables and a
crackling fireplace. Both
subfloor and overhead
heating warms the
enclosure that’s walled
by hedges (handmade
pashmina scarves are
offered to guests on
chillier evenings), and
floral arrangements
and other splashes of
green, dot the space. The
lounges walk-in humidor,
the largest in London,
houses a collection of
Cuban and pre-Castro
cigars, while 30 private
lockers are available to
house guests personal
collections.
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Located in the heart of Belgravia, Belgraves – A Thompson hotel is perfectly
positioned to explore London with Knightsbridge and Sloane Street only a 5
minute walk and Sloane Square and Victoria a 10 minute walk, connecting guests
24

to internationally renowned shops, sites and iconic landmarks. The hotel’s
eclectic mix of social spaces and its 85 rooms and suites feature bold
interior architecture and design by acclaimed British designer, Tara Bernerd.
Belgraves - A Thompson Hotel, 20 Chesham Place, London, SW1X 8HQ

Dukes Hotel
For a change from the low-lit spaces of
other cigar lounges, head to the back of
this boutique hotel to find the secluded and
Cigar Garden. This all-weather terrace wears
its garden title with pride as green trellises
enhance the outdoor vibe and a white
covering keeps you safe from the elements
while maintaining an open, airy feeling. As
you’re kicking back, grab a Cuban from
the cupboard humidors and order from the
historic hotel’s list of beverages. And don’t
worry about the daylight - flickering candles
help to set a relaxed mood, perfect for the
times when the sipping and smoking inches
into the night.

Belgraves - A Thompson Hotel
Cushy corner couches stretch around
the edge of an exposed brick wall, while
primary colored lamps bathe the area
in a soft glow. On Wednesday nights,
the lights dim and live jazz brings this
chill venue to an even deeper cool. Sip
a drink from the extensive list, choose a
humidor-sheltered Cuban cigar and let
the smooth sounds of the music do the
rest.
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SEEING SOMETHING NEW.
The Courtyard at Rosewood London, steps away from Covent Garden
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A S E N S E O F P L AC E . A S E N S E O F D I S C OV E RY.

rosewoodhotels.com

Rosewood London:
A Timeless London Residence

Housed in the original
headquarters of the Pearl
Assurance Company, Rosewood
London opened in October
2013, marking the presence of
the Rosewood Hotel & Resorts®
brand in Europe.

City as well as attractions such as Covent
Garden, the British Museum, the Royal
Opera House, West End theatres as well as
world-class galleries just a short walk away.

in the heart of Rosewood London offers
innovative and refined seasonal dining by
Executive Chef, Amandine Chaignot and
a decadent afternoon tea. The tradition
of British tea is taken to new heights with
the opulent jewel box design and floor to
Sublime Facilities
The 262 rooms and 44 suites including nine ceiling mirrors.
signature suites, referred to as “houses”,
have been crafted from the finest materials Relax and Unwind
and appointed to the highest standard
Rosewood London’s Sense® Spa is the
Award Winning Property
to convey the feel of stylish London
epitome of style and tranquillity. Available
Within only a year, Rosewood London
residences. The Grand Manor House Wing, to hotel and non-hotel guests, this urban
became the pioneering five-star luxury
hotel in Midtown, winning eight prominent one of London’s most exclusive residences, retreat features bamboo walls, soft lighting
welcomes guests via its own private
and wooden walkways over rippling water
accolades, including “Best New Hotel in
and pebble stones. Sense spa facials,
the World 2014” by Telegraph’s Ultratravel, entrance and is the only suite in the world
to possess its own postcode.
massages and other indulgent treatments
“Hotel of the Year London 2014/2015” at
are offered using the chemical-free skincare
the AA Hospitality Awards and “Opening of
range, Sodashi.
the Year 2014” at the European Hospitality Dining Opportunities
Awards.
Rosewood London is one of London’s most
exciting places to dine with an assortment
Refurbishment and Renovation of culinary experiences to suit everyone.
Visit Now - The Terrace
The bustling brasserie Holborn Dining
Following a £85 million renovation to
Room from restaurateur Des McDonald
sensitively transform the 1914 Edwardian
Transformed by award winning,
serves classic British dishes with a twist
Belle Époque building, the original
landscape designer Luciano Giubbilei,
throughout the day.
architectural features were painstakingly
The Terrace enables guests to savour
restored by an expert team of craftsmen,
unique food and drink offerings
Scarfes
Bar,
named
after
the
renowned
including the magnificent Grade II-listed
reflecting the flavours and ingredients of
British artist and caricaturist Gerald Scarfe
street frontage and dome, and the grand
each British season in a luxurious garden
whose original artwork adorns the walls,
Pavonazzo marble staircase which rises
setting.
evokes a convivial atmosphere akin to
up through all seven storeys of the hotel
beneath the 166-foot cupola. Guests enter a sophisticated gentleman’s club. Head
Surrounded by lush greenery, The Terrace
Chef, Palash Mitra has created a lunch
via a grand carriageway which leads to a
evokes the design of a quintessential
distinctive courtyard giving a sense of arrival menu of spicy curries and kebabs infused
English garden with seasonal flowering
with
exotic
Indian
flavours.
The
creative
more akin to a private manor house than a
plants in textural woven willow baskets
menu, complimentary live jazz seven nights
hotel.
highlighting the British craft heritage.
a week and monthly immersive cabaret
Classically pruned London Plane Trees
make
Scarfes
Bar
a
must
visit,
vibrant
Excellently Located
form the overhead greenery and soft
entertainment destination.
Situated in the heart of Midtown on
glow lighting offers a subtle backdrop
High Holborn, Rosewood London offers
enhancing The Terrace’s privacy and
Private Dining
those coming to the capital for pleasure
intimacy.
The stunning Mirror Room, tucked away
or business with easy access to both the
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Delivering
Memorable Moments
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Perfectly located in one of London’s most
up-market districts, The Landmark London is also
close to all transport facilities and main attractions
including Bicester Village, Harrods, Sloane Street
in Knightsbridge, Westfield, Edgware Road and
Selfridges.
The Landmark London has a beautiful distinctive
style and ambience, which combines classic British

elegance with deluxe facilities. We offer 300 of the
largest guest rooms in London. All rooms boast
42 inch digital TVs with Arabic channels, tea and
coffee making facilities and en-suite white Italian
marble bathroom. Experience one of our 51
luxurious suites and enjoy the ultimate in style and
sophistication.
The property has three outstanding restaurants and
bars as well as an Arabic room service menu.
The luxurious Landmark Spa & Health Club includes
a 15-metre chlorine-free swimming pool, a new fully
equipped gymnasium, jacuzzi, sanarium and offers
Germaine de Capuccini treatments.

The Landmark London - 222 Marylebone Road, London, NW1 6JQ

AFTERNOON TEA

is the ultimate indulgence, and it doesn’t get much better than the way
it’s served in London hotels, restaurants and cafés. We’ve tucked into the post-lunch, pre-dinner treat
and British institution at venues all around town to find you the very best afternoon tea in London.
Pinkies at the ready!
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CLASSIC AFTERNOON TEAS

QUIRKY AFTERNOON TEAS

AQUA AT THE SHARD

THE BERKELEY

[LONDON BRIDGE]
What’s the vibe?
Funky, modern and oh-so-high. Aqua Shard delivers smooth
service and we don’t think there’s a table that doesn’t have a
good view.
What’s on the menu?
Unique lavender-perfumed chicken sandwich, Staffordshire
ham with mustard and Bermondsey Hard Pressed cheese,
Earl Grey-smoked Loch Duart salmon, scones with raspberry
and lemon thyme jam, a Shard-shaped red velvet and dark
chocolate cake and a Victoria sponge with a bubblegum
macaron.
How much is it?
£42 per person

BELGRAVES - A THOMPSON HOTEL
[BELGRAVIA]

What’s the vibe?
Smart-casual is the order of the day at this brasserie in the
heart of the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea.
What’s on the menu?
Savouries such as foie gras on brioche toast, cheese balls with
quince and hollandaise quail egg tartlets. Sweet treats such as
lychee jelly with rosewater cream, choux and chocolate opera
cake which sit alongside classic scones with jam and clotted
cream. Ruinart champagne seems a must.
How much is it?
£35 per person

[KNIGHTSBRIDGE]
What’s the vibe?
The afternoon tea menu changes every six months to
reflect current fashion trends and there’s definitely enough
Instagram potential to make your friends jealous.
What’s on the menu?
Cakes and fancies are bold and beautiful and currently
include creations inspired by Dolce & Gabbana (lychee and
almond mousse), Moschino (cream and orange financier)
and Alice Temperley (gianduja chocolate supreme set on
shortbread). Each item has been painstakingly created to
delight fashion-lovers and those who fancy an afternoon tea
with a difference.
How much is it?
£45 per person

BRGR.CO

[SOHO]
What’s the vibe?
Sizzling patties, frothy milkshakes, crispy fried chicken and a
side of chips – Brgr.co takes the British tradition and puts a
big, fat American spin on it.
What’s on the menu?
Three tasty sliders with soft, spongy buns, followed by a
selection of desserts that includes a dinky doughnut and
a squidgy chocolate brownie. This is all accompanied by a
bellini, a tiny milkshake and a tall glass of iced tea. You may
never touch another pot of basic breakfast tea again.
How much is it?
£17 per person

THE DORCHESTER

[MAYFAIR]
What’s the vibe?
Fragrant. On arrival, you’ll notice the scent of seasonal
flowers, of which there are hundreds, giving The Promenade
a garden-like feel.
What’s on the menu?
The Dorchester offers a fine selection of Dalreoch teas –
smoked white and Garrocher Grey – produced in Scotland.
Sandwiches include cucumber, chicken and perfectly prepared
salmon. Chocolate tarts and open macarons are all perfectly
petite. Scones are plain or raisin and served with real
strawberry jam and mirabelle plum preserve.
How much is it?
£49 per person

THE HALKIN

[BELGRAVIA]
What’s the vibe?
Casual hotel bar with top-notch food attracting a
cosmopolitan crowd.
What’s on the menu?
Enjoy a selection of tapas created by chef Sergi Sanz Blanco.
Savoury selections include Iberico ham and manchego pillows
and pork croquettes. The desserts are a particular strength,
and include traditional Catalan rice pudding, churros, banana
tartlet and charred sweets.
How much is it?
£32.50 per person
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T H E B E A U T Y I S I N E V E R Y D E TA I L

• Located close to the world famous shopping areas of New Bond
Street and Knightsbridge
• Stunning views overlooking Green Park
• Perfect for families with 50% of rooms and suites interconnecting
• C o m p l i m e n t a r y s t a y f o r c h i l d r e n u n d e r 1 6 i n t h e i r p a r e n t ’s r o o m
• Complimentary exclusive access to The Ritz Club and Cigar Shop

offering an authentic Lebanese menu and shisha
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www.theritzlondon.com

Use the right kind of water

In an attempt to
settle the age-old
dispute, we asked
the experts how to
make the perfect
cup of tea...

Bad news. Taste tests suggest that tea made with hard water
– which is what comes out of London taps – is less tasty than
soft-water tea. But there is one thing you can do to improve the
situation: never reboil anything that’s been left sitting in your
kettle. ‘It results in a flat-tasting cup,’ says Dr Tim Bond of the Tea
Advisory Panel.

Do it at the correct temperature

For optimally brewed black tea, you want water that’s as close to
boiling point as possible. A cold teapot or mug will reduce the
temperature, so pre-warm them with hot water from the tap. For
green tea though, never use boiling water: ‘It will taste bitter and
harsh,’ says Sebastian Michaelis, master tea blender at Tetley. ‘I’d
leave the kettle to cool for a few minutes after boiling.’

Brew it for the right amount of time

This is where things get vague. Some experts suggest four to five
minutes for brewing. Others advocate a minimum of one minute
for a mug or three minutes for a pot. Perhaps most useful is the
suggestion from Tim d’Offay, owner of Postcard Teas: ‘Tasting
the tea will help you decide. After all, chefs taste their food and
teamakers should also taste their tea.’

Add the milk after the water - yes, after

Sebastian Michaelis warns that if you favour mugs for your
tea and you put the milk in it first, ‘you will reduce the water
temperature and inhibit the brewing’. Tim d’Offay also points out
that ‘you can control the strength of the tea much more easily this
way’.

Find a tea companion or two

'Take time to think, relax, or have a chat while it brews,’ suggests
Dr Tim Bond. ‘To me, making someone a tea is an act of
friendship,’ says Jennie Robertson of Tea with Strangers. ‘It’s a way
of saying “Let’s spend time and sit down for a chat.”’
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London for Kids
With offbeat offerings and big-name attractions in mind, we give you the
low-down on the top 10 best ways to explore London as a family...

1

Dance

6

Be Entranced

2

Get Drenched

7

Get Festive

3

Play

8

Time Travel

4

Encounter Monsters

9

Walk on Water

5

Meet the Greats

Dancing, listening to music and generally whooping it up
is a big part of the London scene. And Londoners aren’t
about to let their children put them off having a boogie.
Enter family raves, where hip kids and their parents
dance Sunday afternoons away to live DJs. This is where
little‘uns and their folks mellow out in chill-out areas,
drink juice and get down to some of the city’s top DJs.

Ever see a fountain and want to dive right in? Somerset
House gives you and your kids just such an opportunity.
Plonked right in the heart of London, the courtyard
of this neo-classical building is filled with fountains
that practically ask to be jumped in. Thankfully, you’re
welcome to go right ahead.

Regent’s Park is a world unto itself. Once one of
Henry VIII’s hunting grounds, kids now enjoy setting
off in pursuit of the park’s four fabulous playgrounds,
summertime entertainers, hedgehogs and herons. Get
lost in over 30,000 roses, cross the lake on a pedalo
and explore the wildlife garden. In addition to endless
amounts of space for running and picnicking, the park is
also home to the world-renowned London Zoo.

While it covers everything from butterflies to the human
body, let's face it: most people head to London's Natural
History Museum for the dinosaurs. Inside the front door a
diplodocus (soon to be replaced by a blue whale) breathes
down your neck, while a life like T-Rex roars and rears in
the Dino Gallery. If you tire of the big beasts, head off to
the other exhibitions with an Explorer Backpack designed
for young visitors. Picnic on the front lawn or ice skate
in winter in the garden, then pick up some very cool
souvenirs in the gift shop.

London is a fantastic place to let your children absorb
some art. With superb, free galleries, you can take your
pick of modern or classics. The National Portrait Gallery is
a somewhat unlikely hit with kids. Peek into the country's
past through over 1000 paintings, photos, sketches and
multimedia exhibits of famous Brits, from prime ministers
to models and pop bands.

10

Until you experience it, you can't imagine how much
you'll enjoy a performance at the tiny, charming Little
Angel Theatre in Islington. Marionette puppets spin
spellbinding stories that have adults laughing, cheering
and guffawing as loudly as the kids. You know you're
enjoying it when the five-year-old next to you tells you to
keep it down.

In summer, take a jaunt along the eclectic, festive South
Bank. Street performers show off daring acrobatic feats,
play bongo drums and guitars or simply pose as still
as statues. Settle down on a bench while you sample
international snacks and goodies, slurp back ice lollies and
watch the Thames slide by.

Hop on a train or a boat for the 20-minute ride to
Greenwich and the Royal Observatory. This is where you
can stand with a foot on either side of the Meridian Line
and touch the oldest thing you'll ever set eyes on - a 4.5
billion-year-old meteorite. And when you're done? Roll
down the grassy slopes to the National Maritime Museum
to explore countless boats or head over to Greenwich
Market for brownies, fresh juice and a bit of shopping.

Stepping out onto the Millennium Bridge can be a little
nerve-wracking if you have a fear of heights or water.
But this steel suspension footbridge is a thrill for kids.
Nicknamed the Wobbly Bridge after it opened, it swayed
drastically under pedestrian footfall, and was closed
for two years of repairs, it's now more solid. Arching
majestically over the Thames from St Paul's Cathedral to
the Tate Modern, it offers lots of scenic photo ops and
will have your kids jumping up and down to see if they
can make it swing.

Take to the Thames

Check out London's skyline and play I-Spy with some
of the city's most famous landmarks as you zip along
the Thames on a high-speed catamaran. Used by many
Londoners as a commuting option, this ferry offers a fastpaced experience that will thrill your children.
Contact uk@oceandusk.travel for child-friendly tours!
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Looking for
football tickets?
Look no further.

Book your next set
of sporting tickets with
Oceandusk Global Wholesale Travel
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+44 (0)20 7582 2233
football@oceandusk.travel
www.oceandusk.travel

Sporting Events
2016 Diary
May

June

August

Sunday 1st May 2016
Russian Grand Prix (Sochi)

Sunday 5th June 2016
Final of the French Open (Paris)

Sunday 8th May 2016
Football League season ends

Friday 10th June 2016
UEFA 2016 European Championships begin,
France v Romania (Saint-Denis)

Friday 5th August 2016
Olympic Games Opening Ceremony,
Maracana (Rio de Janeiro)

Sunday 15th May 2016
Premier League season ends
Spanish Grand Prix (Barcelona)
Wednesday 18th May 2016
Europa League final (Basel)
Saturday 21st May 2016
FA Cup final (Wembley) Scottish Cup final
(Hampden Park)
Sunday 22nd May 2016
Beginning of the French Open (Paris)
Friday 27th May 2016
International friendlies. Republic of Ireland
v Holland (Aviva Stadium)
Saturday 28th May 2016
Championship play-off final (Wembley)
Champions League final (Milan)
Sunday 29th May 2016
Monaco Grand Prix

Sunday 28th August 2016
Belgian Grand Prix (Spa-Francorchamps)

Saturday 11th June 2016
Euro 2016. Wales v Slovakia (Bordeaux),
England v Russia (Marseille)

Monday 29th August 2016
Beginning of the US Open (New York)

Sunday 12th June 2016
Euro 2016. Poland v Northern Ireland (Nice)
Canadian Grand Prix (Montreal)

September

Monday 13th June 2016
Euro 2016. Republic of Ireland v Sweden
(St-Denis)
Thursday 16th June 2016
Euro 2016. England v Wales (Lens), Ukraine
v Northern Ireland (Lyon)
Saturday 18th June 2016
Euro 2016. Belgium v Republic of Ireland
(Bordeaux)
Sunday 19th June 2016
Azerbaijan Grand Prix (Baku)
Monday 20th June 2016
Euro 2016. Russia v Wales (Toulouse),
Slovakia v England (St-Etienne)

Sunday 4th September 2016
2018 World Cup qualifiers. Czech Republic v Northern Ireland (Prague). Malta
v Scotland (Ta’ Qali), Slovakia v England
(Bratislava).
Italian Grand Prix (Monza)
Monday 5th September 2016
2018 World Cup qualifiers. Serbia v Republic of Ireland (Novi Sad), Wales v Moldova
(Cardiff City Stadium)
Sunday 11th September 2016
Final of the US Open (New York)
Sunday 18th September 2016
Singapore Grand Prix (Marina Bay)

Tuesday 21st June 2016
Euro 2016. Northern Ireland v Germany
(Paris)
Wednesday 22nd June 2016
Euro 2016. Italy v Republic of Ireland (Lille)
Monday 27th June 2016
Beginning of The Championships,
Wimbledon

July
Sunday 3rd July 2016
Austrian Grand Prix (Spielberg)
Sunday 10th July 2016
Euro 2016. European Championship final
British Grand Prix (Great Britain)
Final of The Championships, Wimbledon
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London's Luxury Quarter
By Appointment takes you behind the scenes of the London Luxury Quarter, a collection of streets
and lanes at the very heart of London’s West End, with a unique charm.
The London Luxury Quarter presents a unique destination
for devotees of British and international fashion, food
connoisseurs and cultural enthusiasts. When dressing for
any occasion, uncover unique finds from Royal Warrant
brands, international flagships and niche discovery brands.

EXPERIENCES:
Meeting the iconic makers, masters, world famous
artists and designers and Lords and Ladies that define
London
Celebrate the British social season in style, with insider
access
Private shopping with out of hours access and
exclusive previews
Personal appointments with
personal stylists and experts

multilingual

hosts,

Food tours and tastings of classic and contemporary
cuisine
Curated tours of special exhibitions
One recent bespoke shopping itinerary introduced
guests to British brand owners themselves – including
Sir Paul Smith and Dame Vivienne Westwood – to allow
participants to truly touch the brand and understand its
heritage and provenance.
Another highlighted Royal Warrant brands, from the
world famous Fortnum & Mason to Floris, the oldest
independent family perfumer in the world and the only
appointed Perfumer to Her Majesty the Queen.

2016 ITINERARIES:
The Goddess Guide

Details: Celebrates style, beauty and secrets of how best to
feel fabulous in London – featuring exclusive services at La
Perla and Marina Rinaldi’s splendid Georgian townhouse

The Queen’s 90th Birthday

Details: Includes spa treatment at Café Royal to pamper
oneself like royalty and a curated tour of the area’s finest
galleries and arts establishments

Tastings Tour around Regent Street St. James's
Details: Introducing rich history and the finest foods and
treats at Caviar House & Prunier, Paxton & Whitfield and
more

Liberty Lady Day

Details: Celebrates London’s most loved luxury emporium
over scarf styling, beauty treatments and personal
shopping

We invite you to experience memorable moments in the heart of London, exclusively by appointment.
For further details, contact the London Team on: +44 (0)20 7582 2233
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E VERY THIN G YOU NEED FO R EID
This Eid, discover the season’s finest at the Collection of Villages
in Europe – home to 1,000 boutiques of luxury brands, including
Alexander McQueen, Bally, Missoni, Roberto Cavalli and Saint Laurent Paris,
with savings of up to 60%* and instant tax refunds on your shopping.
For a truly effortless shopping experience, indulge in array of VIP services
including Arabic-speaking concierges, Personal Stylists,
Hands-free Shopping and Valet Parking.

LUXURY AWAITS
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C H I C O U TLE T S H O PPI N G.CO M
THE CHIC OUTLET SHOPPING ® VILLAGES

EUROPE BICESTER VILLAGE, LONDON | KILDARE VILLAGE, DUBLIN | LA VALLÉE VILLAGE, PARIS | WERTHEIM VILLAGE, FRANKFURT
INGOLSTADT VILLAGE, MUNICH | MAASMECHELEN VILLAGE, BRUSSELS | FIDENZA VILLAGE, MILAN | LA ROCA VILLAGE, BARCELONA
LAS ROZAS VILLAGE, MADRID
CHINA SUZHOU VILLAGE, SUZHOU | SHANGHAI VILLAGE, SHANGHAI
(OPENING SPRING 2016)
*on the recommended retail price. © Value Retail PLC 2016

03/16

Bicester Village: A Shopper’s Dream
An interview with Marcelo Molinari, Group Tourism Director for Bicester Village
What do you see as
being the key trends in
shopping tourism today?

"Something extremely important
to Middle East tourists is travelling
as a family. It is vital to ensure
our offering is tailored towards
this and to show we understand
the needs of our Middle Eastern
guests. We have also noticed that
the booking is more interactive
than in other international
markets and can either be far in
advance or at very short notice.
Most guests from this region
book their travel in person at a
tour operator or agent, preferring this to online booking.
They will, however, research the destination online prior to booking
and travel. We have also noticed that women chose the destination
but men are the drivers of the travel transaction. Further to this, it
is known that 34% of the travel budget is spent on the airfare with
20% devoted to shopping.

Outside of Europe, the Middle East has been a key
target. How is business progressing there, and
what is your roadmap for that country?

The Middle East indeed has been, and continues to be, a key market
for the Collection of Villages in Europe. According to tax-refunded
sales, the Middle East is always a strong performing market within
all of the Villages. The United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia
and Qatar remain the most popular markets. We continue to
promote and develop our travel and tourism partnerships in the
region and in particular with top travel agents in the key markets.
We are strongly promoting our partnership with Qatar Airways,
whereby Qatar Privilege Members can earn more miles with their
purchases in the nine Villages in Europe.
This summer we are creating an extra-special experience for our
Middle Eastern audience. The Villages in Europe offer our guests
everything they need for Eid: a family-friendly location near

European destination cities, a friendly environment as well as VIP
services (such as an Arabic-speaking concierge, personal stylists,
Hands-free Shopping, Valet Parking and more), and luxury brands
such as Balenciaga, Mulberry, Saint Laurent Paris and Temperley
London, which appeal to the Middle Eastern audience, with up to
60% off the RRP.

What’s different about Chic Outlet Shopping®
compared to other outlets (what are your key
differentiators)?

The Chic Outlet Shopping® Villages have established themselves as
international luxury shopping destinations. Each Village in Europe
is created to reflect, in terms of design, some of the culture and
heritage of its region with open-air pedestrianised streets and
squares for an enjoyable day-out experience. The brand mix in
each is a distinctive edit of international and national brands, with
some brands and designers new to our global guests, alongside
celebrated names. So there is an ongoing sense of discovery; each
time a visitor returns, there is something new.
The Villages are destinations for fashion, and this includes the
collections of up-and-coming designers. Bicester Village has,
for example, for the last six years, partnered with the British
Fashion Council, creating a bespoke boutique of collections by a
new generation of designers. Similarly, La Roca Village offers the
Barcelona Designers’ Collective, showcasing collections by young
Spanish designers to a new audience.

What’s “new” (new openings, other news)?

This summer, Chic Outlet Shopping® will celebrate the Best of
Europe. Many of the Villages will host exclusive events, brand
and blogger collaborations and there are some exciting pop up
boutiques launching across the Villages. In particular Kildare
Village, which underwent a major expansion in 2015, will launch
From the Isle, a campaign that celebrates modern Irish makers and
designers, who are embracing artisanal practice and reinterpreting
traditional craft for a specialised luxury market. Fidenza Village will
launch its Creative Spot campaign, a collaboration with Vogue Italia
and Camera Nazionale della Moda Italiana to showcase fashions by
emerging local and international talent.
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Be

Here
Now
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Stonehenge is perhaps the world’s most famous prehistoric
monument. It was built in several stages: the first monument
was an early henge monument, built about 5,000 years
ago, and the unique stone circle was erected in the late
Neolithic period about 2500 BC. In the early Bronze Age,
many burial mounds were built nearby. Today, along with
Avebury, it forms the heart of a World Heritage Site,
with a unique concentration of prehistoric monuments.
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LUXURY PROPERTIES
UNITED KINGDOM

Britain’s Best
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COUNTRY
HOUSE
HOTELS

Peruse the most luxurious heritage
hotels to stay at during your next family
vacation to the United Kingdom

Clivedon House
[Berkshire]

This grandiose five-star hotel is a brilliant place to spend time
with the family, offering its fortunate guests an unbelievable
wealth of history and comfort. Cliveden's gilded clock
tower was recently featured in the latest Cinderella film
as the all-important timer that strikes midnight, sending
the future princess fleeing from the ball. Set amid 376
acres of magnificent National Trust managed Grade I
listed woodlands, the grounds have a number off exciting
places for kids to explore, including a ginormous maze and
children's playground.

Tylney Hall
[Hampshire]

A Grade II listed building and an outstanding example of
a luxury country house hotel that has never lost its old
world sense of charm. Tylney is a great place for a family
break, with plenty to keep the children entertained.
Staggeringly beautiful entrance archways, walnut panelling
and a splendid grand staircase wows guests of all ages.
The 66 acres of glorious grounds are no less spectacular,
originally designed by the renowned gardener and planter,
Gertrude Jekyll. With luxurious rooms and suites, gourmet
dining experiences and excellent leisure facilities, it should
come as no surprise that at Tylney Hall, family holidays are
guaranteed to be fun.

Inverlochy Castle
[West Highlands]

Scotland's finest luxury castle is beautifully located among
glens, lochs and majestic mountains of the West Highlands.
Built in 1863 by the first Lord Abinger, it had been a
private residence for over 100 years, until 1969 when it
was converted from a family home to one of the region’s
highly sought-after country hotels. Each of the 17 bedrooms
have their own individual design and character, along with
magnificent views of the colourful grounds. Take advantage
of the stunning location and enjoy a wide range of outdoor
activities that suit all interests and abilities, including white
water rafting, mountain biking and fishing.
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DISCOVER

IRELAND
Vibrant cities, otherworldly monuments, ancient
castles and sweeping beaches are bordered by jade
green fields, cosy pubs with crackling fires and
toe-tapping traditional music sessions – Ireland
offers a multitude of memorable experiences.
And its compact size makes it possible to fit many
in, even on a short trip. This itinerary takes in the
country's definitive highlights, in a week-long
expedition-style trip.
DUBLIN
Kick off your journey in the buzzing Irish capital. Stroll through
stately St Stephen's Green, learn about the country's Bronzeand Iron-Age history, Viking heritage and Celtic customs at the
exceptional National Museum of Ireland and stop for lunch in
casual or formal surroundings at Fade Street Social. Afterwards,
visit the prestigious Trinity College to see one of the world's oldest
manuscripts, the Book of Kells. Cross the Halfpenny Bridge over the
River Liffey for dinner at restaurant/bookshop the Winding Stair.
Sleeping options are abundant, from the historical Shelbourne
Hotel to the uniquely modern Fitzwilliam Hotel.
KILKENNY CITY
Situated 125km southwest of Dublin, the delightful 'city' (really,
town) of Kilkenny is Ireland in a microcosm. Straddling the
swirling River Nore, it's crowned by a magnificent castle and
dazzling cathedral. After exploring its ruined abbeys, tangle of
medieval lanes such as sloping Butter Slip, and arts and crafts
galleries including the excellent National Craft Gallery & Kilkenny
Design Centre, dine on some of the finest Modern Irish cuisine
in the country at Campagne. Amid beautiful grounds, turreted
mansion Butler House has individually decorated hotel rooms with
atmospherically creaky floors.
COBH
Set in a glittering estuary on Great Island – one of three islands that
fill Cork Harbour – just over 100km southwest of Cashel, Cobh
(pronounced 'cove') was the ill-fated Titanic's final port of call.
The original White Star Line Offices, where passengers embarked,
are now home to the poignant Titanic Experience Cobh museum.
Around the back, the Titanic Grill has a panoramic terrace. History
also comes to life at the fascinating heritage centre Cobh, The
Queenstown Story, housed in the old train station; if you're tracing
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your Irish ancestors, there's a genealogy centre here. Lording it
over the town's steep streets and colourful terraced houses is the
colossal St Colman's Cathedral.
CORK CITY
Just 25km northwest of Cobh, is the elegant Georgian parades and
narrow alleyways of the Republic of Ireland's second-largest city,
Cork. County Cork is renowned as Ireland's gourmet heartland,
and its bountiful produce is showcased at the ornate Victorian-era
Cork English Market. Upstairs, the Farmgate Café serves marketdriven dishes; get a balcony table for a bird's-eye view. Electric
has a Modern Irish menu as well as a fabulous deck overlooking
the River Lee. A Cork landmark for over 200 years, the grande
dame Imperial Hotel has an unbeatable city-centre location and
intriguing history. Head 8km northwest for 15th-century Blarney
Castle. (Just think twice before kissing the much-puckered-up-to
Blarney Stone to acquire the gift of the gab.)
LIMERICK CITY
Just 16km northeast from Adare is Limerick City (the Republic's
third-biggest), immortalised by the late Pulitzer Prize-winning
author Frank McCourt in Angela's Ashes. Overlooking the mighty
River Shannon on King's Island, is the refurbished 13th-century
King John's Castle which is the stuff of medieval fantasies. Nearby
is the 1168-founded St Mary's Cathedral. The country's inaugural
Irish City of Culture, Limerick also harbours outstanding art at the
Limerick City Gallery of Art, and artefacts at the hands-on Hunt
Museum. Alongside lively George's Quay, the Locke Bar is a great
spot for gastropub grub. If you don't mind staying in the (noisy)
heart of the action, the Boutique Hotel has groovy, great-value
rooms and local artwork.
GALWAY CITY
Located less than 100km northwest of Limerick on beautiful
Galway Bay, Galway City has an artistic, bohemian soul. The
city itself is the chief attraction here: allow time to wander its
narrow laneways lined with brightly coloured shopfronts, stroll
its seaside promenade to Salthill, and check out its cracking live
music scene. The Crane Bar and Tig Cóilí are fantastic bets for
trad music; for the next big Irish acts before they hit the big time,
head to Róisín Dubh. Seafood is the city's signature delicacy; try it
at Oscar's or Michelin-starred Aniar, or tuck into home-style fish
and chips at local institution McDonagh's. Galway is awash with
accommodation, from heaving hostels such as Snoozles to funky
design properties like the House Hotel.

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION
Currency

The currency for the Republic of Ireland is the Euro and for Northern
Ireland is the Pound Sterling.

Weather

Weather is at its best from June to August. November to February
are cold, but dry; September can be warm; May sees rain and sun.

Getting there

Ireland's capital and biggest city is the most important point of
entry and departure for the country – the overwhelming majority of
airlines fly in and out of Dublin Airport. The city has two ferry ports:
the Dun Laoghaire ferry terminal and the Dublin Port terminal.
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CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
NEAR EVERYTHING.
Ideally located, Hilton London Metropole is close to transport
links, 10-minutes from Oxford Street shopping and near various
delicious restaurants, many of which offer halal food.
Spacious Superior Rooms are perfect for families. Family Superior
Rooms feature two queen beds and a sofa bed, while Studio Suites
feature a full kitchen and separate living space.
Many famous London attractions are within easy reach, plus the
hotel features a concierge service to assist guests.

For more information visit: hiltonlondonmet.com
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ADVENTURE TRAVELLER

WHEEL DEAL
Picture a sweet ride, an exotic locale and yourself in the driver’s seat
Driving experiences come in all shapes and sizes these days, The vast majority though, follow a basic formula,
where you pitch up at a wet racetrack in Staffordshire, then hang around in a holding pen with a polystyrene
cup of coffee, freezing, given its the middle of Summer, before driving a Ferrari around three laps, hoping to be
lucky with the queue of fellow drivers in front of you, so that you can put your foot down and really let loose.
And then there are proper driving experiences. The kind where you drive the car on the open road. Or the open
desert. Or the open frozen tundra. All at your leisure, over days rather than minutes, against a backdrop of
breath-taking scenery and with accommodation that matches the quality of the car. Ladies and gentlemen, we
ask you to buckle up and start your engines, as we welcome you to driving holidays, with a difference.
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Diverting Ducati
There’s only one place to go to fully immerse
yourself in the Ducati lifestyle: Italy. And more
specifically, the Emilian Apennine Hills, where the
classic motorcycle marque was conceived. Sign
up for a weekend Dream Tour and you'll visit the
brand's factory and museum to get you up to
speed on its history and engineering, before hitting
even greater speeds, riding through the local
countryside. Touring with a Ducati test rider, means
you will receive plenty of tips to get the most out of
the bike, while they worry about finding the most
scenic route to your overnight accommodation the regal Palazzo di Varignana in the hills above
Bologna, where spa therapists will be ready to ease
any aching muscles as you ease yourself into the
driveway.

BMW Goes Wild
With its fleet of vehicles, BMW opens up a host of options for pedigree
petrol heads. The 32-mile course on its 4,856-hectare, Goodwood
Estate provides the ideal off-road setting in which to command an X5.
Or, you could hit the Performance track in an M6, M235i or Alpina D3
bi-Turbo. The brand is also the partner for Relais & Chateaux's 70 Route
du Bonheur itineraries in France, with discounted rates in the hire of
similarly stellar vehicles for these gourmet rural trails.

Scottish Escapes
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The open road; the expanse of the
Highlands; the lure of the loch; the
glory of the glen. All in all, such a trip
is not something you want to be doing
in the Toyota Prius they gave you at
the airport car-hire service. Instead,
why not sign up for something more
in keeping with your classically British
environs, such as an Aston Martin DB9,
a Morgan 4/4 or an E-type Jaguar?
These cars and more are available
as part of McKinlay Kidd packages
that show off jaw-dropping Scottish
settings and venues, from the Isle of
Eriska's hotel, with it's Michelin-starred
restaurant, to the splendour of the
19th-centruy Fonab Castle Hotel on
the banks of Loch Faskally. Various cars
are available for the three, four or five
day itineraries.
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BEING TIMELESS IS NOT
ORDINARY. IT’S AN ART.
British style and contemporary character –
The original Kensington icon.

Our prestigious boutique hotel is located in the
heart of London’s fashionable South Kensington.
The iconic Victorian townhouse offers guests a
unique combination of traditional British charm
and contemporary style, as well as a fascinating
history and legendary hospitality.
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Supercar Thrills
The facilities at Waldorf Astoria
properties - personal concierges,
beachside dining and the like - tend
to deter guests from straying too far.
But, when your staying in landscapes as
dramatic as the salt lakes of Utah and
the desert of Dubai, it's good to broaden
the horizons. Especially if you can do
so in a Ferrari 458 Italia. Or McLaren
MP4-12C. Or, perhaps, a Lamborghini
Gallardo. These cars and others are
available throughout the Astoria's Driving
experiences, which offer the chance
to go for a spin with instructors along
panoramic routes on morning, afternoon
and evening drives. A dozen of the
group's 26 hotels offer the package
across properties in North America,
Europe and the United Arab Emirates.

Going Roving
The sand dunes in Namibia, Northern Lights in Iceland and castles of
Scotland are must-see destinations for many. When you drive to those
places in a Land Rover Discovery, the thrill is elevated. Land Rover's range
of tours takes drivers to the black-sand beaches of Iceland or the Atlas
Mountains in Morocco. Trip duration and accommodation is dependent on
location, but the ultra-comfortable Kinds Canyon Resort in the Australian
outback, gives you an idea of the standard. Closer to the UK, the "best
of British" four-night England itinerary, includes a stay in Eastnor Castle, a
tour of the Royal Shakespeare Company theatre, and of course, plenty of
driving.

Harley Territory
Ever dreamed of travelling down Route
66 on a Harley Davidson? Well, now
you can - even if you don't own a bike.
The company has created a range of
tours to suit the most adventurous
of motorcyclists, with destinations
ranging from the Grand Canyon to
Morocco. Traverse the Alps in "Altitude
with Attitude" or see Surrey in "The
Fast One"; these are just two of the
many adrenalin-fuelled experiences
in spectacular surroundings! Tours
range from one to 15 days' riding,
with accommodation included. If none
of the tours are quite right for your
requirements, you can also design a
trip with the bespoke option - "The
Magic One".
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ARRIVALS

News and views from the worlds of food, drink and travel

The prettiest and best-preserved town in Montenegro, Kotor wears its elaborate
fortifications like tough, spikey armour; yet behind the city walls lies a disarming
core of piazza-fronting churches, cobbled arteries and quirky shops – all in the
embrace of one of Europe’s most spectacular bays.
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Spend a weekend in

Kotor, Montenegro
Friday

As you face Kotor’s brooding Sea Gate,
the main entrance to its Stari Grad (Old
Town), is immediately obvious that this
diminutive fort town was once a prized
outpost of the Venetian empire, which
lorded over Kotor for nearly 400 years.
Just beyond the gate, Kotor has a more
welcoming beating heart. Slip into the
rhythm of city life with a coffee at one
of the pavement cafes that throng Trg
od Oružja (Weapons Square); the clink of
cups and murmur of chit-chat reverberate
off the shuttered houses that hem in this
broad cobbled piazza. If you’re feeling
peckish, grab a sugar-dusted cherry
strudel from the bakery on the square to
nibble as you tour the town.
Part of Kotor’s addictive appeal is that it’s
not a town of museums or major sights:
it’s simply a place to dip in and out of
piazzas, shops and cafes that peak out
from old stone buildings, secreted down
wonky alleyways. Dedicate at least part
of the morning to wandering aimlessly
around Stari Grad, which happily is a carfree zone.
Don’t miss the traditional cobblers around
the corner from St Nicholas’ Church,
where you can still see opanci (traditional
Balkan peasant shoes made of woven
leather) being lovingly crafted.
Next, ascend Kotor’s fortified walls so
that you can ogle it from a different
perspective. The tourist-friendly Citadella
bar, jutting out on a bayside corner of
the wall, is justifiably popular for its
unbeatable views of the bay, town and
looming Mt Lovcen – the city’s Escher-like
battlements creep dizzyingly skywards
behind Kotor.

Saturday

Make a beeline for Kotor’s earthy food
market where local producers and
shoppers descend each morning to
sell and pick up delicious home-grown
goodies. Operating out of chambers in
the city walls, friendly market traders will
offer up samples of local fayre (smoked
cheese, sometimes infused with walnuts
and pistachios), which are trademarks of
the region.
Armed with a picnic fit for a Venetian
Prince, it’s time to tackle Kotor’s most
astounding sight: an ambitious extension
of the town’s defensive fortifications,
which snake up the foothill of the Lovcen
massif like the spikey tail of a slumbering
dragon. Historical note: they began
heading uphill behind town in the 9th
century and were gradually extended
over the following 1000 years to form
a protective ring around the city. Huff
and puff your way up a crumbling ladder
of 1350 steps to St John’s Hill, where
a superb panoramic bay views reward
climbers.
Alas, cradled in the deepest recess of
the Bay of Kotor, the city’s shores do not
make ideal swimming spots, but Kotor’s
waterways and positioning shrouded by
Montenegro’s famed black mountains
make it a picturesque place to explore
from the water. To get further afield,
hop on a boat to be whisked off to
neighbouring Perast. This quaint medieval
village dripping with Venetian palazzos
has a little promenade with views out
to Gospa od Škrpjela (Our-Lady-of-theRocks): a tiny island dominated by a grand
domed church and an ice-cream shop,
where your boat will drop you off.

Sunday

It’s time to get out of town, and the
choice is bay or mountains. Every fold
of the spectacular Bay of Kotor reveals
photogenic vistas and historic villages, but
in summer months the slim road can be
clogged with traffic and the drive can be
slow going (buses also make the trip, but
it’s easier to explore if you rent a car).
In the opposite direction, the 25 hairpin
bends of the back road to Mt Lovcen
(1749m) make for a tempting alternative
escape. Each switchback scaling up into
the clouds shows off the terracotta roofs
of Kotor splayed out below and the azure
bay beyond. Local rakija stalls line the
way and at the top, cloaked in clouds,
lies moody, wooded Lovcen National
Park. Speckled with ruins of old houses
and traditional smoking sheds, herein
lies some of Montenegro’s best walking
country.
At its heart sits the village of Njeguši,
famed for its smoked cheese, but also a
prime spot to try mountain specialities
such as herb-laced roast lamb. Head
to cosy timber-framed Konoba kod
Radonjica, where you can chow down on
this traditional dish in front of a roaring
fire, even in May when the mountains
might still be shivering in snow.

How to...Get there
Tivat airport is less than 10km from Kotor
and a taxi costs about €10 (there are no
direct buses from the airport to Kotor city
centre). However, you’ll find it’s usually
cheaper to fly into Podgorica airport (two
hours from Kotor) or Dubrovnik airport in
Croatia (90 minutes from Kotor) where a
wider selection of flights are available.
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Santorini
Santorini may well have conquered a corner of your
imagination before you’ve even set eyes on it. The
island spoons the vast crater left by one of the biggest
volcanic eruptions in history. Smaller islands curl
around the fragmented western edge of the caldera,
but it is the main island of Thira that will take your
breath away with its snow-drift of white Cycladic
houses lining the cliff tops, and in places, spilling like
icy cornices down the terraced rock. When the sun
sets, the reflection on the buildings and the glow of the
orange and red in the cliffs, can be truly spectacular.
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Explore Interlaken

"Once Interlaken made the Victorians swoon with mountain vistas from the
chandelier-lit confines of grand hotels; today it makes daredevils scream with
adrenalin-loaded adventures."
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Lonely Planet, 2016

Quick Highlights
SCHYNIGE PLATTE NEAR WILDERSWIL
Nostalgic rack-railway, fascinating view of Eiger,
Mönch and Jungfrau, Alpine garden with around
500 plant species and a lot of hiking possibilities.

JUNGFRAUJOCH AND SHILTHORN
The rides by rack-railway to the highest railway
station in Europe and the cableway to the Piz
Glora revolving restaurant: two top mountain
experiences in the Bernese Oberland.

HARDER KULM
A cableway takes passengers up to Interlaken’s
‘house mountain’ which affords a view of the
health resort and the whole Jungfrau region. The
Alpine wild animal park near the valley station is an
experience for children.

HEIMWEHFLUH
A nostalgia funicular provides transport to the
vantage terrace with a restaurant, all-weather
toboggan run, model railway display and large
playground.

ST. BEATUS CAVES
One kilometre of lit limestone caves with
stalagmites, impressive halls and waterfalls are
accessible by boat, car, bus or on foot on the
historic pilgrims way.
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Looking for
accommodation
in Europe?

Book your next vacation to Europe with
Oceandusk Global Wholesale Travel
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+44 (0)20 7582 2233
europe@oceandusk.travel
www.oceandusk.travel

GLOBETROTTER
A WORLD OF TRAVEL NEWS AND DISCOVERIES

INTRODUCING MONACO
Squeezed into just 200 hectares (2.8 sq km), this confetti principality might be the world’s second-smallest
country (the Vatican is smaller), but what it lacks in size, it makes up for in attitude. Glitzy, glam and screaming
hedonism, Monaco is truly beguiling.
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HOTEL RAPHAEL PARIS

HOTEL REGINA PARIS

MAJESTIC HOTEL-SPA PARIS

HOTEL RAPHAEL
17, Avenue Kléber
75116 Paris
www.raphael-hotel.com
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HOTEL REGINA
2, place des Pyramides
75001 Paris
www.regina-hotel.com

MAJESTIC HOTEL-SPA
30, rue La Pérouse
75116 PARIS
www.majestic-hotel.com

Visit Paris

Paris has a timeless familiarity for first-time and frequent visitors, with
instantly recognisable architectural icons, along with exquisite cuisine, chic
boutiques and priceless artistic treasures.
Glorious Food
Paris’s dining is iconic: France’s
reputation for its cuisine (the French
word for ‘kitchen’) precedes it, and
whether you seek a cosy neighbourhood
bistro or a triple Michelin-starred
temple to gastronomy, you'll find
every establishment prides itself on
exquisite preparation and presentation
of quality produce. Enticing patisseries,
boulangeries (bakeries), fromageries
(cheese shops) and crowded, colourful
street markets are perfect for packing
a picnic to take to the city’s parks and
gardens. A host of culinary courses –
from home kitchens through to the
world’s most prestigious cookery schools
– offer instruction for all schedules,
abilities and budgets.
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LE MERIDIEN
ETOILE
81, Bld Gouvion Saint-Cyr
75017 Paris, France
lemeridien.com/etoile

LE MERIDIEN ETOILE OFFERS
A BEAUTIFULLY REDESIGNED SETTING
Discover new guestrooms designed by Jean Philippe Nuel in a modern, elegant and luminous way.
To offer its guests all the inspiration they need, Le Méridien Etoile has enhanced its settings: new
conciergerie, reception area, lobby, restaurant, bar and Jazz Club.
With free Wifi access and all comfort available in rooms, you can relax after a day of discovery in
the City of Lights.
Essential reference on the Paris hotel scene, the hotel is strategically located Porte Maillot, a short
walking distance from the Arc de Triomphe and the Champs-Elysées with its famous shopping
experience.
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Iconic Architecture
The wrought-iron spire of the Eiffel
Tower piercing the clouds, the
broad Arc de Triomphe guarding
Paris’s most glamorous avenue, the
Champs-Élysées, the gargoyled Notre
Dame Cathedral, lamplit bridges
spanning the Seine and art nouveau
cafes spilling onto wicker chair lined
terraces are indelibly etched in the
minds of anyone who’s visited the
city - and the imaginations of anyone
who hasn’t (yet). But despite initial
appearances, Paris’s cityscape isn’t
static: there are some stunning
modern and contemporary icons too,
from the inside out, industrial-style
Centre Pompidou to the mur végétal
(vertical garden) gracing the striking
Musée du Quai Branly.

Artistic Treasures
With an illustrious artistic pedigree
- Renoir, Rodin, Picasso, Monet,
Manet, Dalí and Van Gogh are but
a few of the masters who lived and
worked here over the years – Paris
is one of the great art repositories
of the world, harbouring treasures
from antiquity onwards. In addition
to big-hitting museums like the
incomparable Louvre, the Musée
D’Orsay’s exceptional Impressionist
collection, and the Centre
Pompidou’s cache of modern and
contemporary art, there are scores of
smaller museums housing collections
in every imaginable genre, and a
diverse range of venues mounting
major exhibitions through to off-beat
installations.

Stylish Shopping
Parisians are synonymous with style and fashion
shopping is the city’s forte. Paris remains at the
forefront of international trends, and browsing
emerging and established designer boutiques and
flagship haute couture houses is a quintessential
part of any visit. You’ll also find uberhip concept
stores, quirky homewares shops, and resplendent
art nouveau department stores, along with a trove
of vintage shops and flea markets, atmospheric
bookshops (including the green-metal boutique
stalls lining the banks of the Seine), adorable
children’s wear and toy shops, art and antique
dealers, venerable shops selling state-of-the-art
professional cookware, and, of course, gourmet
food shops galore.
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When a hotel becomes your HOUSE
The magic of the circus with acrobats, jugglers and clowns which are part of the colorful theme running
through the interior of the Vienna House Magic Circus at Disneyland® Paris. Built in the style of an old
manor house, the hotel is situated in a charming and modern French countryside. The spa area and French
restaurant, not to mention its perfect location near Paris, make this hotel a very attractive destination.
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20/40 Avenue de la Fosse des Pressoirs - 77703 Marne-la-Vallée Cedex 4 - France
www.viennahouse.com

Kids in Paris
Follow our guide to the 50 best things to do with kids in Paris to find
child-friendly restaurants, weird and wonderful museums, safe and fun places
to play outside and all sorts of activities whatever the weather. Whether you
want to go shopping for your toddler or find an alternative to queuing for the
Eiffel Tower, we've got your family holiday in Paris covered.
Visit Disneyland Paris
Disneyland Paris is every bit as fun as its American
counterparts, with the added element of European
exoticism (yes, Mickey speaks French fluently). It’s
a short train ride outside of the city, but it’s worth
the trek for a guaranteed day of smiles – if even
just a little pouting during the queues. The two
parks can both be tackled in a day, and fans of
the legendary characters can do meet and greets
all over, with everyone from Goofy to Captain
Hook. In the autumn, Disneyland becomes even
more magical, as it hosts celebrations for both
Hallowe'en and Christmas, turning the park
into each holiday’s respective wonderlands.
Themed parades and shows in the streets provide
entertainment while running off to the next ride.
Consider the Fast-Pass system to avoid enormous
waits with the kiddies.
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When a hotel becomes your HOUSE
Vienna House Dream Castle in Paris is like a magical world in beautiful French garden surrounds, designed
in the style of a historic palace. See your children's eyes widen when the Dream Castle mascot pays them a
visit. With its perfect location, right by Disneyland® Paris, this hotel is the ideal holiday destination.
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Kid's Shopping
Shopping around Rue du Bac is the perfect
solution for fashion-conscious kids. Children’s
couture reaches new levels at Bonton at the
intersection with Rue de Grenelle. Further down
on nearby rue Sèvres, Le Petit Bateau is a less
expensive, yet still stylish place for babies and
toddlers. Rose et Théo at number 80 Rue du Bac
is also a great place to peek in before heading
to the Bon Marché department store where
the whole family can heat up the credit card.
Also don’t miss trendy Pylones for quirky and
design-savvy accessories and home décor. Petit
Pan at no. 95 can round out the experience with
child-friendly textiles and furnishings for the little
one’s bedroom.

Climb the Sacré Coeur
The line for the towers of Notre Dame seems
never to end. But the almost-equally impressive
climb to the top of the Sacré Coeur is a kidfriendly way to explore religion and architecture
while ensuring a good night’s sleep. Some 300
stairs await you after purchasing a ticket, and
the virtual lack of a line means a no-fuss ascent
to one of the most beautiful views of the city.
From atop the dome, Paris is at your feet, and
children who make it to the top without conking
out will feel triumphant knowing that they are
just nearly as high as the Eiffel Tower, for a
fraction of the price and wait time.

Louvre Treasure Hunt
Going to the Louvre is a must, but kids get tired
– and of course, bored. Try a treasure trail with
THATLou, a scavenger hunt organised by expat
Daisy Plume. Teams of 2-4 people follow clues
to various works of art where they take a photo
in front of it, and all scores are tallied afterwards
at a café with the organiser. The hunts are
themed, be it love, food, animals, or kings
(among others). For those afraid to tackle the
Louvre with the youngsters, this is the perfect
alternative to a guided tour – a little competition
while exploring priceless works of art may be just
what you need to create a memorable museum
experience.

Visit the Centre Pompidou
The children’s gallery at the Centre Pompidou
is a great way to engage those six and above
with contemporary art. For kids who have ticked
the Mona Lisa off their list, the workshops
and exhibitions at the Pompidou are a fresh,
hands-on way to learn about art. Check on their
website to find out what’s coming up on the day
of your visit. The rest of the Pompidou is itself a
playground for children who will get a kick out
of riding the escalator to the top for a panoramic
view of the city from the hamster cage-like tubes
that transport you to the top. In front of the
centre there are always buskers, magic shows,
or other spectacles to watch when the weather
cooperates.
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Welcome to InterContinental Amstel Amsterdam
The Grand Dutch Residence; Embracing the charm and heritage of the city
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24 Hours in Amsterdam
Amsterdam's greatest
museums have reopened,
and the City's hot young
design talent is injecting
this Old Master with more
intrigue than ever

What to Do

After more than a decade's closure, the
Rijksmuseum, with one of the world's
greatest art collections, at last reopens
its doors. Rembrandt, Frans Hals, Jan
Steen and a host of other glorious Old
Masters are in place, alongside a treasure
trove of silverware, princely furniture and
exquisitely detailed doll's houses made as
showpieces for Golden Age grandees.
Across the way, the Stedelijk Museum,
also now up and running after a 10-year
hiatus, brings Matisse, Chagall and Bruce
Nauman into the fray, as well as video art,
performances, an exceptional collection
of De Stijl, and designs including Ettore
Sottsass teapots and the famous Gerrit
Rietveld chair.
Not nearly as frivolous as it sounds, the
Museum of Bags and Purses has everything
from medieval pouches to the latest Lulu
Guinness design, as well as a cafe in a
sumptuous baroque drawing room. And
EYE , the film museum, is worth a visit
not only for the aerodynamic zigzag of
its architecture, but also for the private
viewing pods, displays of hand-tinted silent
movies, and great cinema programming.

Where to Eat and Drink

Homemade is a big food trend in
Amsterdam. Try the forest-fruit bread
puddings, dangerously good chocolate
cake and pillowy scones at De Laaste
Kruimel, and the chunky soups at Letting
are great for a quick lunch.
Screaming Beans is open all day as a
cafe, with a black marble counter, low
lighting and tinted mirrors. From a busy
kitchen behind a see-through wall comes
culinary perfection: prawns with ginger,
red pepper, orange zest and radish; carrots
with marinated onion and sumac.
For a more robust touch, and generous
portions, head to Rijsel which serves dishes
such as cod with mussel vinaigrette and
steak with shallot sauce in a farm-kitchen
interior.
The quirky and the classic, rough edges
and easy charm, high art and playful
design: Amsterdam packages it all in an
alluring, eye-catching and accessible way rather like one of those grand doll's houses
at the Rijksmuseum.

Where to Shop

Moooi is the place to go for spectacular
lamps, bizarrely shaped vases and more by
designer Marcel Wanders, who is making
a mark with his exuberant, often jokey
objects and interiors.
Droog has a shop stocked with its own
design ware, as well as clothing and
beauty sections, and a sparkling white cafe
(order the sockeye-salmon salad; fennel,
celery and lemon juice) overlooking a quiet
canal.
The Frozen Fountain creates an alchemical
fizz of hot new names reacting with
established Dutch design, ranging from
furniture to accessories - look out for Piet
Hein Eek salvaged-wood tables and Claudy
Jongstra felt carpets.
Van Ravenstein is a one-stop shop for
fashion by Dutch and Flemish designers,
and fresh talent gets a look in at Young
Designers United. While you're shopping,
keep an eye out for sculpted shoes from
Jan Jansen, and daringly coloured bags
and briefcases by Hester van Eeghen.
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Sardinia
Travel Guide

Why go
Because you’re looking for a brilliant
Italian break without the noise and
stress of the mainland. Sardinia has
some of the Mediterranean’s most
seductive beaches, yet within tootling
distance of some great restaurants
and the soothing evening ritual of the
passeggiata.

Where to go
Among the towns, Cagliari, Sassari
and Alghero have most to offer visitors
in Sardinia. But you’ll find some of
the smaller centres equally or more
rewarding: for example Sant’Antioco,
an isle off the southwestern coast,
Cala Gonone on the east coast, or
Castelsardo, on the north coast. And if
you can bear to abandon the beaches,
you’ll greatly enhance your Sardinian
experience by venturing inland to
explore the mountainous Barbagia
region, south of Nuoro, for an authentic
slice of Sard culture.

When to go
There’s one golden rule: avoid August.
When the whole of Italy with mothers
and kitchen sinks in tow storms the
island, flooding the beaches and booking
up all available accommodation. Prices
go up too, and it can be excruciatingly
hot. Just about any other time is fine,
with May/June seeing the island at its
best, with the clearest skies. The depths
of winter can see resorts looking a little
forlorn though, and some places are
closed until Easter.

What to do
The Costa Smeralda itself is a tiny strip of coast studded with elite hotels, five-star beaches and Beverly Hills type shops, however, if swish
ain’t your thing you’ll also find acres of swimming spots to die for on every coast, but without the superstar pretensions. When you’ve had
your fill of those, there’s plenty more to divert you: the magnificent rugged landscape of the granite interior, the fabulous seafood and,
for history buffs, the strange and evocative remnants of Sardinia’s ancient nuraghic culture, not to mention a scattering of Carthaginian
and Roman ruins, Pisan churches and Spanish Baroque.
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Visit: Alghero

Visit: Olbia

Visit: Cagliari

Thanks to its excellent state of preservation,
Alghero’s historic centre is a pleasure to
stroll around, with medieval churches, long
lanes of shops and a crowded marina to
explore. There are regular boat excursions
available from the port.

Tourist attractions are fairly thin on the
ground in Olbia itself, save for the town’s
harbourside
archaeological
museum.
Outside town, the area around Arzachena
holds considerable interest for prehistory
enthusiasts.

Cagliari’s diverse neighbourhoods each have
their individual attraction – the Marina area
near the port for its restaurants, Via Manno
for smart shops, Stampace for its churches,
and the hilltop Castello for its medieval
flavour and a cluster of museums.

Sardinian
Fregola

ARRIVALS
FOOD

Fregola, a type of pasta formed into small balls, is a speciality of Sardinia.
Here it is cooked with a cornucopia of seafood in a rich sauce.

Ingredients

Method

For the stewed squid

For the squid, heat a frying pan until medium hot, add the olive and
garlic oils, thyme and shallots and cook gently for a couple of minutes
until the shallot is soft and golden.

1 tsp olive oil
1 tsp garlic oil
1 sprig thyme
50g/2oz shallots, finely sliced
200g/7oz squid, cleaned and cut into
small squares
1 tbsp tomato purée
fine sea salt

For the fregola

3 tbsp olive oil
1 garlic clove, finely chopped
1 tbsp shallots, finely chopped
½ red chilli, finely chopped
1 sprig thyme
110g/4oz fregola
300ml/11fl oz fish stock
125g/4½oz clams
175g/6oz mussels
60ml tomato sauce
60g/2¼oz cherry tomatoes, halved
small bunch basil, leaves only
125g/4¼oz shrimps
2 small red mullet fillets
2 scallops, cleaned
1 tsp chives, finely chopped
1 tsp dill, finely chopped
1 tsp tarragon, finely chopped
sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

Add the squid and as soon as they start to give off their juices then
add the tomato purée and simmer for approximately four minutes
until squid is tender. Season to taste with the salt and remove the pan
from the heat.
For the fregola, heat a sauté pan until medium hot, add half the
olive oil and the garlic, shallots, chilli, thyme and cook gently for one
minute.
Add the stewed squid, fregola and stock, bring to a simmer then
cook for about 10 minutes, adding extra stock or water if necessary
to keep the fregola covered.
Add the clams and the mussels and cook for 2-3 minutes, or until
they open, then add the tomato sauce, cherry tomatoes, basil and
shrimps.
Heat a separate frying pan until hot, add the remaining oil and fry the
red mullet fillets on each side until golden then remove from the pan
and set aside.
Return the pan to the heat and fry the scallops for one minute on
each side.
To serve, stir half the herbs through the fregola then ladle it into
bowls. Place the red mullet and scallops on top of the fregola then
scatter over with the remaining herbs.
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Italy

A Food Lovers’ Paradise
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With one of the world’s best loved cuisines, Italy is a
perfect destination for foodies. Pizza and pasta are
adored the world over, but this is just the tip of the
iceberg when it comes to Italian cuisine. Also on offer
are legendary cheeses, elegant pastries, famous cold
meats, inspired salads, rich stews, herb-infused roasts,
indulgent desserts and of course gelato, arguably the
world’s finest ice cream.

GOURMET TRAVELLER
ITALY
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History and Food: Combined
From the early Middle Ages (beginning around A.D. 500) to the
late 1800s, Italy consisted of separate republics, each with different
culinary (cooking) customs. These varying cooking practices, which
were passed down from generation to generation, contributed to
the diversity of Italian cuisine.
Italy changed in many ways when the economy flourished following
World War II (1939–45). During this time, farming was modernised
and new technologies and agricultural systems were introduced.
Various culinary practices throughout the country’s regions began
to be combined after people started migrating from the countryside
to the cities.
Many southern Italians traveled to the north at this time, introducing
pizza to northern Italians. Those from the north introduced risotto
(a rice dish) and polenta (a simple, cornmeal dish) to the south.
Fast foods, mostly introduced from the United States, have brought
more culinary diversity to Italy. However, pride in the culture of one’s
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region, or companilismo, extends to the food of the locality, and
regional cooking styles are celebrated throughout the country.
Although Italians are known throughout the world for pizza, pasta,
and tomato sauce, the national diet of Italy has traditionally differed
greatly by region.
Staple dishes in the north were rice and polenta, and pasta was
most popular throughout the south. During the last decades of the
twentieth century, however, pasta and pizza (another traditional
southern food) became popular in the north of Italy. Pasta is more
likely to be served with a white cheese sauce in the north and a
tomato-based sauce in the south.
Italians are known for their use of herbs in cooking, especially
oregano, basil, thyme, parsley, rosemary and sage. Cheese also plays
an important role in Italian cuisine. There are more than 400 types
of cheese made in Italy, with Parmesan, Mozzarella, and Asiago
among the best known worldwide.

GOURMET TRAVELLER
ITALY

Travel Information
Travel Times

Low Season (Nov – Mar)
Prices up to 30% less than in high season. Many sights and hotels
closed in coastal and mountainous areas. A good period for cultural
events in large cities.

Currency

Italy’s currency is the Euro. The seven Euro notes come in
denominations of €500, €200, €100, €50, €20, €10 and €5. The
eight Euro coins are in denominations of €2 and €1, and 50, 20, 10,
five, two and one cents.

Shoulder (Apr – Jun and Sep – Oct)
Tipping
Good deals on accommodation, especially in the south. Spring is Tipping is customary in restaurants, but optional elsewhere.
best for festivals, flowers and local produce. Autumn provides warm
weather and the grape harvest.
Taxis - Optional, but most people round up to the nearest euro
High Season (Jul – Aug)
Hotels Tip porters about €4 at high-end hotels
Queues at big sights and on the road, especially in August. Prices
also rocket for Christmas, New Year and Easter. Late December to Restaurants Service (servizio) is generally included in restaurants March is high season in the Alps and Dolomites.
if it’s not, a Euro or two is fine in pizzerias, 10% in restaurants
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The most authentic
Italian hospitality
in the heart of Milan

Palazzo Parigi is a noble residence in the heart of Milan, where each guest is master of the domain and stars
in a beautiful and luxurious fairy tale. A unique venue unsurpassed with regards to its storied history, concept
and mission, Palazzo Parigi was designed by Architect Paola Giambelli and Parisian interior designer Pierre
Yves Rochon.
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Voluminous architecture, warm natural sunlight, and great windows overlooking the palace’s centuries old
private garden: these features contribute to the hotel’s unique sense of place and bring to light the historic
splendor of what was formerly Palazzo Cramer. Characterized by the finest artwork and valuable antiques,
each detail comes together to create an intimate atmosphere of a private residence.

Palazzo Parigi Hotel & Grand Spa
Corso di Porta Nuova - 1 - 20121 Milano - Italy - www.palazzoparigi.com

Places to Visit
Our top three reccomended cities to visit, whilst in Italy.

Milan

Nearly destroyed from heavy
bombing during WWII, Milan has
since reconstructed and now shines
as one of the wealthiest cities in
Europe. Widely regarded as a mega
fashion centre teeming in designer
shops, Milan also attracts many to its
surviving world famous treasures like
Leonardo da Vinci’s painting The Last
Supper, the La Scala Opera House,
the Castello Sforzesco and one of
the world’s largest Gothic cathedral.
Nonetheless,
Milan
sometimes
appears less Italian compared to
the country’s predominantly historic
cities and more of a glamorous city
with modern architecture.

Venice

One of the best places to visit in Italy, Venice is a unique city, in that it is built upon a lagoon
surrounded by the Adriatic Sea. Located in northeast Italy, Venice is an archipelago of 118 islands
all connected by hundreds of beautiful bridges and scenic canals. Of the canals, the Grand
Canal is most famous and divides the city into two sections. Picturesque waterways and historic
architecture make Venice one of the most romantic cities in the world. Venice is often crowded
but well worth visiting to see its magnificent landmarks like Saint Mark’s Square and Basilica,
Doge’s Palace and Rialto Bridge. One of the most popular things to do is to take a gondola ride
along one of its many canals.

Bologna

Vibrant, independent and home to one of Europe’s oldest universities, Bologna is a dynamic
counterpoint to more popular, touristy cities like Rome and Florence. About 50 miles north of
Florence, the city is as famous for its cuisine as it is for its fiery left-leaning politics. Market
stalls brimming with asparagus and fava beans, speciality shops selling cured meats, and osterias
serving fresh pasta with the city’s signature ragù (known as Bolognese in the rest of the world)
offer compelling reasons to linger.
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Looking for
accommodation
in Europe?

Book your next vacation to Europe
with Apartmentstay
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+44 (0)20 7724 4848
mail@apartmentstay.co.uk
www.apartmentstay.co.uk
Swissôtel Métropole, Geneva

Dining
In Naples and along the
Amalfi Coast, locals never
pass up an opportunity to
eat. To dine alla campagna
(Campania-style), plan your
day around the follow
fuel-stops.
‘Colazione’

(Breakfast)
Often little more than a pre-work espresso
with a cornetto (Italian croissant) or a
sfogliatella (sweet ricotta-filled pastry).

‘Pranzo’

(Lunch):
Traditionally the main meal of the day,
with many businesses closing for la pausa
(afternoon break). Standard restaurant
times are noon to 3pm, though locals don’t
lunch before 2pm.

‘Aperitivo’

Popular in Naples, post-work drinks sees
numerous bars offer tasty morsels for the
price of a drink between 5pm and 8pm.

‘Cena’

(Dinner)
Traditionally lighter than lunch, though still
a main meal. Standard restaurant hours are
7.30pm to 11pm (later in summer). Most
locals don’t dine before 8.30pm.

SPAGHETTI BOLOGNESE

Slurping an authentic
spaghetti bolognese in the
city of its origin, Bologna,
is on every gourmet
traveller’s bucket list. But
there are a number of
misunderstandings about
this world-famous Italian
dish...

It's not served on spaghetti.

The true vehicle for bolognese sauce is
tagliatelle, a ribbon-like pasta. Why does it
matter? Italian chefs insist that the meat clings
better to a flatter pasta shape, rather than thin
spaghetti. Both are delicious, by the way.

Italians don't call it Bolognese.

You won’t see the words ‘spaghetti
bolognese’ gracing menus in Bologna. What
you’re looking for is tagliatelle al ragù;
different name, same shirt-splattering dining
experience.

Imola is its true origin.

Pioneering and popularising the recipe,
Bologna rightly takes credit for this rich pasta
dish. But more precisely, Imola - just west of
Bologna - is thought to be the source of the
earliest documented ragù sauce.

And more veg than you think.

If you’ve been recreating spag bol with no
more than a splodge of tinned tomato, rethink
- fresh and flavoursome tomatoes are a key
ingredient of the sauce. The ultimate ragù
is also flecked with onion, celery and carrot,
usually chopped so finely you won’t see them
in the dish.

But garlic and herbs are out.

Flavouring ragù with garlic or seasonings other
than nutmeg, salt and pepper would likely
evoke exasperated hand gestures from any
Italian chef worth his Parmesan.

The cheese is worth risking your
life for.

Tangy Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, local to
this region of Italy, is the only seasoning you
should add to your ragù at the table. The
cheese is so delicious that it was among a few
treasured items buried by famed English diarist
Samuel Pepys to save it from the Great Fire of
London.
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New York City
[New York State]
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Cool, cosmopolitan,
crowded, constantly
evolving … the Big Apple
blends big-city splendor
with small-town charm.
Amid Gotham's iconic
landmarks and towering
skyscrapers, you'll
experience a vibrant culture
permeating each of the city's
distinctive neighborhoods
and boroughs. Follow
trendsetters to the East
Village and Brooklyn to
check out indie boutiques,
iconic bakeries and trendy
coffee shops. Afterward,
peruse the racks of the sleek
shops lining Fifth Avenue,
admire the cutting-edge art
collections at the MoMa and
the Met, catch a memorable
show on Broadway or sit
down for a meal at the latest
"it" restaurant.

Visit

America
The great American experience is about so many
things: bluegrass and beaches, snow-covered peaks and
redwood forests, restaurant-loving cities and big open
skies. We give you advice on which cities to
visit this Summer.
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FIFTH AVENUE’S MOST GLAMOROUS ADDRESS

Experience five-star luxury and exceptional, personalized service, in the heart of the city’s
most prestigious shopping, entertainment and cultural district.

235 luxurious guestrooms and suites
Award-winning Peninsula Spa
Glass-enclosed swimming pool and outdoor sun terrace
Contemporary dining and rooftop bar and terrace
Elegant meeting facilities
Complimentary in-room WiFi
Complimentary local and international phone calls
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700 FIFTH AVENUE AT 55TH STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10019 | peninsula.com/newyork
H o n g K o n g • S h a n g h a i • B e i j i n g • To k y o • N e w Yo r k • C h i c a g o • B e v e r l y H i l l s • P a r i s • B a n g k o k • M a n i l a

Washington D.C.
[District of Columbia]

With its marbled
monuments and high-profile
politicos, Washington,
D.C., has long been
saddled with a reputation
as a stuffy governmentdriven town. A "city of
southern efficiency and
northern charm," as John
F. Kennedy once described
it, Washington is often
seen by outsiders as slow
and inefficient. But these
days, the nation's capital is
awash with a new energy,
transforming itself into an
exciting, faster-paced East
Coast vacation destination.
Although government is still
the sun around which this
city orbits, the District also
offers a host of renowned
museums and interesting
neighborhoods. And with
a recent explosion of
restaurants, cafes, boutique
shops and clubs, D.C. is
transitioning into a thriving
cultural hub.

New Orleans
[Louisiana]

New Orleans is known
for its European-style
architecture, mouthwatering Creole cuisine and
all-around mysticism. And
as its backbone is music:
Jazz, Blues, Rock'n'Roll and
Zydeco tunes ooze from
every city crevice. But for
many, the main reason to
visit is Mardi Gras, an overthe-top party with Carnaval
traits, such as masks, music
and an all-around wild time.
Even if you don't make it to
Mardi Gras, you'll still find
a party year-round, with
revelers pouring out until the
wee hours of the morning.
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WELCOME TO YOUR LUXURY
PARK AVENUE ADDRESS
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Enjoy longer days and longer nights in
our apartment style suites, some with
small kitchens or kitchenettes.
For more information please contact your
Voyager Travel Representative
or visit loewsregency.com/newyork

Loews Regency Hotel!!!540 Park Avenue (at 61st Street)!!!loewsregency.com/newyork

San Francisco
[California]

A jumbled collage of
colorful neighborhoods
and beautiful views,
San Francisco draws
those free-spirited types
who have an eye for
edgy art, a taste for
imaginative cuisine and
a zeal for adventure. It's
really not surprising that
songwriter Tony Bennett
left his heart here: The
city boasts jaw-dropping
sights, world-class
cuisine, cozy cafes and
plenty of booming
nightlife venues - there's
no shortage of ways to
stay busy here. Spend
an hour or two sunning
yourself alongside sea
lions on the bay, admire
the views of the city
from Twin Peaks, or stroll
along the Marina. And
for the quintessential
San Franciscan
experience, enjoy a ride
on a cable car.

Oahu

[Hawaii]
Oahu blends cosmopolitan
luxury and breathtaking
scenery more than any
other Hawaiian island.
The state's capital city,
Honolulu, showcases the
island's urban appeal.
Nearby you'll find a host
of cultural and historical
sites, from the austere USS
Arizona Memorial to ornate
'Iolani Palace. In the nearby
Waikiki neighborhood, a
skyline of high-rises and
resort hotels contrasts
with sprawling white-sand
beaches. For a taste of
rural Hawaii, visit the North
Shore. Here, you'll find the
most brilliant blue waters
and meandering hikes. But
those three spots aren't all
Oahu offers. Its high-class
restaurants, vibrant cultural
events, and wild nightlife
further showcase this island
as a "Gathering Place" of
Hawaiian culture.
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Las Vegas
[Nevada]

Today, Las Vegas
as a destination is
just as malleable as
it is ostentatious in
that you can mould
it into any type of
vacation you like.
You can opt for the
traditional high-roller
getaway complete
with all-nighters at
the Blackjack table or
PURE Nightclub. Or you
can take a different
approach to Sin City
and indulge in its
luxury spas, high-end
shopping and gourmet
restaurants. Las Vegas
also makes a great
jumping-off point for
outdoor activities, such
as hiking in Red Rock
Canyon or visiting the
Hoover Dam.

Chicago
[Illinois]
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Chicago boasts a
thriving arts scene,
various shopping
districts and a
cornucopia of eateries.
First-time Windy City
visitors are sure to
have their eyes to the
sky for at least a day
or two. Chicago's
skyscrapers and public
art is absolutely worth
admiring. Tag along on
a Chicago Architecture
Tour or pass a few hours
in Millennium Park
and you'll find yourself
spending lots of time
looking upward. For a
different perspective,
head to Willis Tower's
Skydeck or 360
CHICAGO for the bird'seye view before diving
headfirst into all the
city has to offer - from
exceptional museums to
pizza that takes delicious
to whole new depths.
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Iconic

Boston
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America’s revolutionary town - for centuries it was
the cultural and academic headquarters of the
United States. It's now a city of old-world beauty
and boundary pushing ideas, with plenty to offer the
inquisitive traveller.

ICONIC DESTINATION

[Boston Skyline]
A tireless innovator of art and
culture, Boston is America's epicentre
for ideas and modernisation.
Bostonians have always been
boisterous and independent,
and their city's creative milieu is
besmirched with contemporary
art, pioneering music, architectural
treasures and abundant history.
Moreover, Boston boasts the most
captivating museums, exceptional
universities and progressive politics.
Easily recognisable with gorgeous
brick row houses, narrow cobbled
streets and traditional gas street
lamps, this city has unparalleled
charm and character.
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[Quincy Market]
An enthusiastic foodie's
long time dreamcome-true, Quincy
Market offers visitors
the most delicious
produce, freshest
seafood and creamiest
dairy products. While
wandering around the
bustling stores and
stalls, treat yourself
and your family to
freshly steamed lobster,
plump oysters or a thick
bread bowl of luscious
chowder. Quincy
Market's housed in a
decadent brick colonial
building, just behind
the historic Faneuil Hall
in the roaring heart
of downtown Boston.
A favourite with both
locals and tourists alike,
this picturesque area
combines the glories of
the past with the vitality
of the present.

[Fenway Park]
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What is it that makes
Fenway Park 'America's
Most Beloved Ballpark?'
Well, not only is it the
nation’s oldest and most
storied stadium, it's
also been home to the
Boston Red Sox since
1912. Unfortunately, it's
also the most expensive
ballpark, but don't let
that put you off! It
doesn’t stop the Fenway
faithful from scooping
up tickets and no trip
to Massachusetts is
complete without
a sing-along to Neil
Diamond's Sweet
Caroline at the bottom
of the eighth inning.
You can always get
tickets in advance
online, or on gameday around Kenmore
Square.

[Charles River]
Along the Boston side of the
far-reaching Charles River, which
separates the majority of the city
from Cambridge, is a three-mile
enticing urban escape know as the
Esplanade. Featuring grassy knolls
and pretty waterways, it stretches
from the Museum of Science
to Boston University Bridge. It’s
littered with public art, including
an oversized bust of Arthur Fiedler,
long-time conductor of the Boston
Pops. Paths are fantastic for cycling,
jogging or walking, as well as
playgrounds and places to rent sail
boats. If you're lucky, you may even
see the Harvard heavyweight Crew
Roster rowing down Charles River
during college practice.
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THRILL SEEKERS
ORLANDO

WOWLANDO!
Rollercoaster mayhem and theme park thrills in family-fun filled Florida.
We investigate which rides are wake-up-early-worthy, ensureing you skip
to the head of the queue.
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Universal Studios Orlando

Celebrating its 25th anniversary, Universal knows how to stay
fresh

Old Favourite: Hollywood Rip Ride Rockit
On a video screen, choose your personal soundtrack that
will boom out from built-in seat speakers. The music will vie
with your screams for attention, as you're hurtled around for
a due of 100pkh loops after being shot up an endless track
to a height of 50m, 17 stories over Universal Studios. Like a
rock star, your entire whirlwind is recorded (off-board) and
you can edit it and add final directorial touches once back
on terraferma; a real rock'n'rollercoaster that will make your
nerves dance and your hair stand on end.

Verdict - Sing when you're whizzing
The Newcomer: Reign of Kong
Deep in Skull Island, surrounded by thick jungle, this is not
merely a ride, but a living, breathing adventure that will
leave you waking up the next nights in a sweat. Scary? It
is the most high-tech animatronics effort in the park to
date. Kong is your protector against prehistoric predators
in this multi-sensory, 6-minute long mega ride. It is a fight
for survival, untold dangers await, and you're in the mighty
ape's kingdom, where the ride vehicle alone is 40-feet long.
Your heart is sure to beat out of your chest, while The King
obliviously thumps his.

Verdict - Keep Ann Darrow on speed-dial

SeaWorld

Dedicated to all things ocean, a theme park that's educational
and electrifying

Old Favourite: Manta
Ever wanted to fly? There's no need for wings on this
unique and one of the smoothest tracks in the world. You're
strapped in yet suspended, arms dangling, as you skim
head-first over the park below... with a 360 degree loop
and plumeting 35m drop thrown in for good measure. Part
Manta, part Superman, with thrills and splashes thrown in.
The spectacular Stingray Lagoon awaits post-ride, to regain
balance and admire over 100 of the animals gliding with
more composure than you did.

Verdict - Eye-soar

The Newcomer: Mako
Hyper-coaster? Gulp. Sounds extreme already, plus it is
named after one of the ocean's fastest sharks. The ride is a
mile long and puts you in the body and predatorial mind-set
of the shark, leaving you weightless and breathless. Mako
will be the focal point of a themed-Plaza that will include
an Underwater Shark Encounter. No inversions on this ride
but plenty of thrills along a 200-foot-tall hyper-coaster that
reaches 73mph along 4,760 feet of track.

Verdict - Bitten off more than you can chew
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Where To Stay
With the family in-tow...

Waldorf Astoria

The Ritz Carlton

The 'big daddy' of hotels in Florida in terms of premier
services and prime location, nestled in Walt Disney
World and embedded with the requisite level of
sunshine-happiness.

Set in 500 acres of Grande Lakes, this elegant property
is family friendly to the core, with details such as mini
check-in desks for kids.

Hotel Highlights
Easy access to the myriad of magic, but this is
sophistication amidst the kitsch: a sumptuous spa
retreat and Wi-Fi ready, air-conditioned, private poolside cabanas are some of the classy touches.

For the little ones, the fantastic Ritz Kids activity
programme. Adults meanwhile, can relax in an
impressive pool with lazy river, or switch off in a space
facility that spans 40,000sq ft.

Busch Gardens Tampa Bay

Walt Disney World Resort

Old Favourite: SheiKra

Old Favourite: Space Mountain

60m. A 90-degree drop. At 110kph. Your heart
might even miss finding your mouth at that speed,
on the fastest rollercoaster in sun-baked Florida (with
a splashdown at the end to cool you off...or is it to
bring you back to your senses?) For added drama, hit
the park in summer when it stays open a bit later than
usual, and you can tackle this ride in the dark. Names
after a sharp-eyed hunting hawk, which swoops in on
its prey, this 972m-track ride was voted 'Shameless
Tease' due to the hang it makes riders ensure (for
what seems like a lifetime).

This ride has been an immovable force of theme park
adrenaline rushes since 1975,and the ride is a concept
endorsed by Mr. Disney himself. Darkness descends
and it's all-systems-go, as you sit aboard a rip-roaring
rocket that blasts you through an energy tunnel into
the deepest reaches of outer space - after a pre-launch
mission speech and a spot of interactive, astronautapproved training. If your kids are looking for their first
dip into a big-drop thrill ride, this is the deep-space
peak for them to conquer.

A wildlife and animal-themed park ensures close
encounters, world-class rollercoasters and a brush with
nature

Verdict - Don't. Look. Down.
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Hotel Highlights

For kids, no other words are required to weave the
spell. Importantly proclaim; 'We're going to Disney!'
and watch what happens...

Verdict - No problem here, Houston

The Newcomer: Cobra's Curse

The Newcomer: Frozen Ever After

Busch have added this serpent-inspired ride to their
veritable animal cage of rides that include Scorpion
and Cheetah Hunt. Plenty of twists and turns await
on this new addition of thrill seekers in Tampa Bay, as
the Egyptian archaeological ride takes you through the
cobra's temple before vertically-lifting you face-toface with an 80ft-tall snake icon, then backtracking,
revolving, descending, spinning...to avoid fearsome
fangs. At 40kph, it isn’t lightening-fast, meaning kids
can scale these heights without being too rattled by
the King.

Disney World news is dominated by the hotly
anticipated Star Wars Land that is under construction,
but in the shape of this Frozen ride they have added
a chilled-out voyage for 2016 that is enchanting, and
sure to enthral your wannabe Elsa. Your log ride drifts
through a 3D special effects and animatronic filled
reimagined Norway, complete with Troll Valley and Ice
Palace. It is the most leisurely ride in our article, but
being serenaded with hit tunes from the flick, it may
also be the most enduring memory-wise, as you hum
the bars of Let It Go all the sun-soaked summer.

Verdict - Sssssssssensational

Verdict - Farewell, 'It's a Small World' tune.
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Weekends
48-Hour Foodie: Abu Dhabi,
Great Escapes, GCC Staycations,
and a weekend in Doha
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48-Hour Foodie

Abu Dhabi

From celebrity Chef outposts to hip hideaways, you can
eat extremely well in the UAE capital

DAY 1

DAY 2

[Breakfast]

[Breakfast]

Jones the Grocer is driven by a desire to offer foodies the best
gourmet food from around the globe, its always bustling in
the morning, thanks to its piping hot coffee and premium tea
leaves. Their menu pulls out all the stops - those watching their
waistline can enjoy a steaming bowl of honey-soaked porridge
or muesli. If you prefer a heartier breakfast, try a scrumptious
cheese omelette, oozing with soft tomatoes and friend garlic
mushrooms. Whether you're a high-powered professional or
peckish tourist, enjoy a great morning meal at this irresistible
eatery.

[Lunch]

The One Cafe, Abu Dhabi's answer to 'Friends Central Perk', is
dedicated to providing an outstanding breakfast - a meal where
everything is homemade, using the best ingredients available,
with fresh fruits and vegetables. This funky eaterys' very relaxed,
albeit extravagant. Oversized vintage clocks, black armchairs,
sparkly chandeliers and wooden tables are littered throughout
the luncheonette. Smoked salmon and cream cheese stuffed
into a sesame seed-studded bagel is a great way to start your
day; partner with a delicious cold-pressed juice.

[Lunch]

The high-end hotspot Yas Marina has sun, sea and super-yachts.
It also proudly showcases superb rooftop views from Diablito's
two terraces. Offering up an impressively varied Spanish-inspired
menu, choose from succulent seasoned prawns, plump tomatoslathered meatballs and montaditos (tapas-sized dough balls)
with a range of tasty fillings. Soak up some sun and enjoy the
magnificent seascape from Yas Island with a delicious lunch,
modish music and brilliant views of the F1 Yas Marina Circuit.

Author, television personality and four-time James Bear award
winning celebrity Chef, Todd English, has impressed diners
with this new restaurant in the Venetian Village. Olives offers
homemade pasta, steaks, rotisserie dishes and brick-oven
pizzas. Guests can enjoy exquisite views of the magnificent
Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque and canal, while savouring shrimp
fra diavolo with fettuccine pasta and micro basil, or a roasted
tomato flatbread with mozzarella cheese. Afterwards, why not
treat yourself to a peanut praline canoli or vanilla soufflé?

[Dinner]

[Dinner]

Proudly sat on the 18th floor of the five-star Hyatt Capital Gate,
the aptly named 18 degrees amazes visitors with an exceptional
panorama of the glittering capital. The hotel quite literally leans
18 degrees to the west, and is known for its curved architecture.
Indulge in mouth-watering Mediterranean dishes, including slow
cooked lamb shank and kashkaval cheese. Top it all off with
a dulce caramel banana tart, served with the most delectable
chocolate crumble and ice cream you'll ever sample.

Crispy scallops and steamed Har Gow await visitors at Dai
Pai Dong: a low-lit and dramatic restaurant in the Rosewood
Hotel. Inspired by the street food movement, the menu
showcases modern interpretations of classic Chinese dishes.
Decor is fabulously authentic and includes ferocious dragons
and pillar-box red lanterns. An open kitchen also provides great
entertainment. A perfect local eatery - we guarantee you won't
want to miss out on it.
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Looking for
accommodation
in the UAE?

Book your next vacation to the UAE
with Oceandusk Global Wholesale Travel
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+971 (0)4 450 8225
uae@oceandusk.travel
www.oceandusk.travel

1

2

Great
Escapes
We show you how to raise the luxury
stakes in these in-emirate suites

1
3

2

4

JW Marriott Marquis
Penthouse Suite
On the 69th and 70th floors, the suite overlooks
Dubai, and rivals the city's aura which you'll
witness from the Arabic-inspired designed
window. The suite has a communal Majlis like
no other, mood lighting, iPad room controls,
integrated sauna and whirlpool, bespoke in-suite
spa treatments, and an "emphasis on space and
comfort", on which this comfortable enclave
delivers, most memorably.

Kempinski, Mall of the Emirates
Grand Ski Chalet
With 300 square metres of beautifully designed
interiors, this spacious yet cosy suite can sleep
up to 5 adults and 1 child. Whether guests wish
to sit back and enjoy the suite’s entertainment
system, soothe away their stress in the
freestanding bathtub or take in the view from
the expansive outdoor terrace, there is something
for all the family. With separate bedrooms, living
room, dining room, kitchen and large bathrooms,
this suite will leave even a President in awe of
their surroundings!

3

The Meydan Hotel
Presidential Meydan Suite

4

The H Hotel Dubai
Royal Suite

After your limo sweeps you from Dubai
International Airport to the hotel, check-in to this
suite to savour primetime balcony views. Relax
and unwind in this perfectly placed suite, where
uncompromised elegance is accomplished with
two spacious bedrooms, a large dining area for
up to 8 guests, walk-in wardrobe, and en-suite
bathroom with a Jacuzzi.

Some things are fit for royalty, like the Royal Suite
at The H Dubai. 1,130 sqm of pure luxury and
an array of regal amenities await your arrival.
Striding atop the entire 32nd and 33rd floors
of the hotel, each Royal Suite features a dining
room, three en-suite bedrooms, an exclusive
terrace, an outdoor pool, steam room and sauna.
And to top it all, the suite boasts a private movie
theatre and library.
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ive your child the best gi for life.
nvest in education.
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With the summer holidays fast approaching consider giving your
child an unforge able educational e perience chose a summer school
in the United ingdom. With many options available suitable to di erent ages and
levels of English, with sports, hobbies and e cursions included you will be spoilt for choice.
BESPOKE EXPERIENCED EDUCATION ADVICE - TRADITIONAL BOARDING SCHOOL PLACEMENT - MODERN CITY COLLEGES - UNIVERSITY
CHOICES - UNIVERSITY PREPARATION PROGRAMMES - TUTORING - ACADEMIC MENTORING - GUARDIANSHIP - ENGLISH SUMMER CAMPS YEAR-ROUND ENGLISH COURSES - MOTHER AND CHILD COURSES - GOVERNESSES AND TUTORS

www.almanax.co.uk

Staycations
Desirable hospitality havens on the GCC doorstep,
for a relaxing weekend escape.

Kempinski Hotel
Jumeirah Messilah
Mall of the Emirates Beach Hotel & Spa

Emirates Palace

Fairmont Ajman

Location

Location

Location

Kuwait City
In the beach district, views come
courtesy of the Arabian Gulf or
manicured hotel gardens

Abu Dhabi
Outrageously opulent, this
magnificent hotel offers the
ultimate in luxury

Location

In A Nutshell

In A Nutshell

Dubai
Shop but don't drop; you'll
make it back to your suite on
two feet, laden with shopping
bags

In A Nutshell

Tranquillity and indulgency are
Comprises 48,000 square meters assured, with elite service from
of luxury; a hotel whose exterior the hotel brand that urges
is a recognisable outline of the
guests to 'Stay Different'
MoE silhouette

Additional Features

Additional Features

A hotel and spa combined (Talise
Leisure and retail temptations
is the latter, with hydrotherapy,
at the 500-store super mall next 17 treatment rooms and two
door; exclusive Executive Lounge private suites); business centre,
on the 11th floor; infinity pool
tennis courts, seven restaurants
with sweeping city views; spa
and stylish lounges
and health club

In-Suite

In-Suite

Marble bathrooms, furnished
dining area and elegant suites:
the pinnacle being 15 'Ski
Chalets' with views of the snow
covered slopes if Ski Dubai

Luxury rooms, serviced
apartments and 12 villas give
Messilah multiple layers of
laidback options: king-sized
beds and walk-in showers
abound

Cuisine

Cuisine

No need to cheat by naming Mall
eateries, as the hotel has grand
cafe-like Aspen and Spanish fare
at Salero Tapas & Bodega

Steaks, seafood, buffets and
delicate pasta...there's no reason
to leave the grounds with
eateries like 'Pepper' on hand

The grandiose palace evokes
a sense of space, style and
sophistication throughout

Additional Features

As you make your way along
the sweeping driveway, the
dancing water fountains in the
distance will guide you to a
marble-domed lobby adorned
with indoor palm trees, Rolex
clock faces and doors with
Swarovski crystal-encrusted
handles.

In-Suite

Ajman
Located on the sun-washed
coast of this peaceful Emirate.
Total bliss, only 30 minutes
from Dubai

In A Nutshell

The newest Fairmont in the
UAE is utter perfection. Drift in
dreamy luxury, to the sound of
waves lapping the shore

Additional Features

Infinity edge pool with sun
deck and cabanas; retail outlets
on-location for guests; jet ski,
sailing, fishing trips and other
on-water activities; 10 minutes
drive from Al Zorah Golf Club

In-Suite

Soothing vistas over the
perfectly manicured gardens
or the Abu Dhabi skyline are
offered

Ocean-facing, spacious suites
with symmetrical designs,
cooling marble and dark wood
set a tasteful tone...bettered
only by the balcony view

Cuisine

Cuisine

14 restaurants to choose from,
serving everything from al
fresco barbecue, contemporary
Chinese and Lebanese fare

Try Turkish-inspired Spectrum,
afternoon tea at Azrak Lobby
Lounge and a deliciously diverse
Friday brunch
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A Weekend In...

Doha

Where to go and where to stay when in the city
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Romantic
Weekend

Family Friendy
Weekend

Ignite animated discussion
and explore each others
creative mind, by chattering
over cultural wonders
at Doha's host of art
and heritage offerings.
Katara Cultural Village
resembles an old Arab
town, with an impressive
Amphitheatre, while the
landmark Museum of
Islamic Art was designed by
Chinese-American visionary
architect Im Pei. They are
ideal starting points for an
array of artistic delights and
quality conversation, which
continues across a table over
a Wagyu beef late-brunch at
Opal by Gordon Ramsay.
Slink back into comfortable
silence by traversing the
corniche with a stroll along
the shoreline; hop onto an
inexpensive evening dhow
cruise, which cuts across the
waters for a spectacular lookback on Doha's impressive,
illuminated skyline (reflected
in your loved ones eyes, of
course).

Splish splash: Aqua Park
Qatar is sure to wake
everyone up, for the start of an
action packed weekend, with
gallons of surf-soaked thrills.
For a drier excursion, MIA
Park (adjacent to the Museum
of Islamic Art) harbours a
sandpit, swings, slides and a
bungee trampoline. Unpack
a lunchtime picnic on the
grass at Aspire Park, with its
dedicated sports area home
to nature walks, as well as
a playground for kids to
cycle and rollerblade safely.
Or replenish energy within
air-conditioning by polishing
off signature shakes, cheesy
crinkle fries and angus-beef
loaded burgers at Shake
Shack, or head to the Pearl
and the Italian dining styling’s
of Carlucci's where young
children can charge around
outside mesmerised by the
water feature. The top-notch
Qatar Bowling Centre is
ideal for some pin-destroying
fun, played amongst trophies
and long roll-call lists of
national champions.

Adventurous
Weekend

Restful
Weekend

After a hearty, huge American
breakfast at Ric's Kountry
Kitchen, hit the highway. That
convoy of 4x4's overtaking
on your drive out of the city
are likely to be heading to
Qatar’s popular Inland Sea or
Sealine Beach for a bumpy
bout of dune bashing - hire
a professional driver to deflate
the tyres and navigate the
hills, should you be reluctant
to get behind the wheel.
Staying on-sand, desert
safaris are immensely popular.
And while the Singing Sand
Dunes won't peak your
adrenaline, they are worth
hearing; Qatar has one of the
30 places in the world where
the natural phenomenon of
humming sand occurs. Outside
of the vehicle, kayak through
the mangrove plantations in Al
Thakhira marina near Al Khor,
climb the 15m-high rock
formations in Zekreet, to the
west of Qatar near Dukhan,
or take the plunge with a
scuba dive, as the peninsular
is surrounded on three sides
by the glistening Arabian Gulf.

While clouds sit in the sky
overhead, as you cross little
bridges that step across a
meandering canal, lined
with stylish boutiques, which
tempt you inside for a flutter
of spending..., wait, is this
Venice? Forgive your sense: at
Villaggio mall, the gondolas
and painted blue sky-ceiling
evoke a relaxed Venetianthemed atmosphere, perfect for
a day of shopping and dining
in style. Before you forget
you're back in Qatar though,
snatch back the Arabian aura
at Souk Waqif. Sip coffee
and puff through a rainbow of
shisha flavours, flanked by a
table decorated with dishes of
tender lamb, creamy hummus
and fresh fruit juice, savoured
in atmospheric and traditional
architectural surroundings.
Evenings are best-ended
floating on the notes of
smooth jazz at Lincoln Centre,
which is in partnership with
its Manhattan namesake, at
St. Regis Hotel Doha, where
incredible musicians bring The
Late Night Show to life.
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GETAWAY

for a moment,

STAY FOR A WHILE

Your Getaway is around the corner!
Treat yourself and your loved ones to a fun holiday at any
of our breathtaking resorts. Enjoy delicious food, exciting
activities and much much more. From Dubai to Seychelles
and Maldives, there’s an experience, adventure and memory
that’s waiting to be made!
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jaresortshotels.com

/JAresortshotels

@JAresorts

@JAresorts

Getaways for the real you

SPOTLIGHT ON

BAHRAIN

Eat and Drink

See and Do

[Haji Gahwa]

[Visit Manama]

[Bahrain National Theatre]

A traditional Middle-Eastern dining
highlight, Haji Gahwa is tucked away down
an alleyway in a pedestrianised area. Go at
any time to be delighted: breakfast brings
liver, meat, egg and foul dishes, fried fish
wows at lunchtime and when evening
descends, the delicious grill-cooked fare
reigns supreme.

The juxtaposition of the city's pearling
past and its oil rich future is everywhere
to be seen. In the National Museum, set
alongside the avant-garde National Theatre,
and in the traditional homes of Muharraq
with views across the rooftops to the
skyscrapers of downtown Manama. Throw
in fabulous eating options and a dynamic
art scene and you'll soon discover that
there's more to Manama than first meets
the eye.

Covering nearly 12,000 sq metres, it's
the third largest theatre in the Middle
East and it's at its best close up. Seeming
to float upon the water, its design owes
much to local traditions – the interwoven
aluminium strips that allow in air, evoke
the roofs of traditional local homes, while
the curvaceous interior of the auditorium
suggest the sea going dhows of ancient
Bahrain.

[Pastarito Durrat]
Diners enjoy a relaxing Italian lunch with
beautiful views of the tranquil ocean.
For dessert, choose the house speciality,
Botta di Vita: a mouth-wateringly creamy
mixture of Mascarpone cheese and warm
chocolate, freshly baked in a calzone style.

[Al Bindaira Cafe]
Slow down the pace with a brunch of
mezze, thick Turkish coffee and fine
conversation at this upscale neighbourhood
cafe. Beside Al Seef mall, people-watch to
your heart's content in this 'relaxing oasis':
a firm favourite among locals.

[Riffa Fort]
Riffa Fort was originally built in the 19th
Century, but was restored in 1983. About
30 minutes from Manama by car, be
sure to note all the spectacular avenues
of palms, orange-flowering cordias and
topiaried citrus tress that majestically line
the highways.

[Al Areen Wildlife Park & Reserve]
This reserve in the islands' southwest is a
conservation area for species indigenous
to the Middle East and North Africa. The
park boasts over 80 species of bird and 45
species of mammal.

[Oil Museum]
The museum has exhibits, photographs
and explanations about the oil industry
in Bahrain. A few metres away, you can
see the country’s first oil well, which was
constructed in 1932.

DON'T MISS
Pearl diving. An extra flick of a flipper
propels you that bit deeper, to an awaiting
oyster: is this the one that contains your
natural treasure? Bahrain has a rich heritage
associated with these underwater gems,
and the likes of www.scubamaster.ws
arrange such dives.
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Well, Away
Restore body and soul with an island spa break,
complete with therapeutic views

Cheval Blanc St-Barth Isle De France
[Caribbean]

In 2013, the luxury hotel arm of LVMH
snapped up what had been the Hotel
Saint-Barth Isle de France to make the
third outpost in its chain. Forty rooms,
suites and villas are dotted around lush
gardens or set opposite the white sandy
beach of Flamands. If you want to explore,
a team of “Alchemists” is available to
conjure up bespoke excursions for guests.
A fresh ocean breeze scent was created
especially for the hotel by the resident
nose at Guerlain, Thierry Wasser. The hotel
has also added a Guerlain spa, where the
rejuvenating treatments for sun repair and
anti-ageing conclude with an iced green
tea with rose and mint, and coconut ice
cream.

Le Touessrok Resort & Spa
[Mauritius]

Reopened in November 2015 under the
Shangri-La banner, Le Touessrok Resort &
Spa has long been considered the family
destination on the Indian Ocean Island
of Mauritius. This is no beach hideaway
or boutique bolt hole, but a full-blown
resort where every whim is catered for.
The property lies on the east of the island,
on the white sand beaches of Trou d’Eau
Douce bay, and also extends to several
private islands a short boat ride away,
including Îlot Mangénie, exclusive to Le
Touessrok guests, and Île aux Cerfs, where
an 18-hole golf course designed by German
great Bernhard Langer is recognised as one
of the best in the world. Here you can also
water-ski, windsurf, snorkel, kayak or take
out a glass-bottomed boat.

Amankila
[Bali]

With its three-tier pool falling down to an
inviting sea, this renowned hotel will make
your heart soar when you stand at the top
of its terraces. High up on a cliff, its 34
villas radiate from a steep stone staircase
covered in bougainvillea, with frangipani
perfuming the air. Way down beneath
is the black volcanic sand beach with a
yoga pavilion and day beds where you can
settle with a book and a cocktail. Head to
the spa, which uses local ingredients and
traditions in its treatments. Try the Asuci
Angga treatment, where your feet are
scrubbed with salt and lime and your body
with ground rice and ginger, while your
hair is coated in a mask of avocado and
coconut. Glowing results guaranteed.
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THE WORLD’S...
MOST INCREDIBLE PRIVATE ISLANDS

Dolphin Island
[Fiji]

Frangipanis and hibiscus curl around the four classic thatchroofed huts that New Zealand designer Virginia Fisher has
raised to the pinnacle of beach chic, with sweeping curtains,
bleached timber and outdoor showers. After a deep sleep, you
wake to the call of birds among the coconut palms. Everyone
gravitates towards the breezy, open-sided main sitting room or
just outside it on the deck overlooking the infinity pool. Block
out time in the diary to spend on one of the huge white sofas
with a good book from the intriguing library, or just flip over on

to your back to admire the ceilings, lined with tapa - traditional
printed bark cloth. You can snorkel, coax a little sailing boat
out into Bligh Strait or hit the sunbeds for a spot of horizontal
dolphin-spotting. The villagers will even drop in for a song,
some fire-dancing and an lovo, where dinner is cooked in an
underground oven. The island is part of Alex van Heeren's superexclusive Huka Retreats portfolio (his other lodges are in South
Africa and New Zealand), so you can expect intuitive service
from housekeeper Dawn Simpson and her team, with a kitchen
dishing up excellent Fijian food and a lavish drinks trolley that is
never far from hand. For absolute seclusion, five minutes walk
around the five-hectare island is a hopelessly romantic hilltop
bure for sleep-outs.

The Brando

[French Polynesia]
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Contained inside a living coral reef in the remotest South Pacific, the atoll
of Tetiaroa is made up of a dozen white-sanded islets surrounding a five
mile lagoon so pure that its silvery blue can be seen from outer space.
Like all guests arriving by six seater private plane from Tahiti, is heartstopping view: the atoll glimmers as you approach. Coral gardens stretch
hundreds of feet into abyssal depths and rare orchids surround freshwater
pools. Marlon Brando first clapped his covetous eyes on it when scouting
for locations for Mutiny on the Bounty in 1963, and owned it for the
rest of his life. It opened in 2014 as an ultra-polished hideaway, with two
quiet restaurants, an immaculate spa and 35 glass and ironwood villas set
back from a blinding beach amid thick trees. There are no sea-cluttering
overwater bungalows characteristic of most Polynesian hotels here everything feels entirely folded away, a place to dream and read, to the
sound of the Pacific bashing against the distant reef. With just 80 guests
(maximum) at any given time, the rest of the atoll is left untouched. Of
course, every detail from the thread-count to the on-call butlers is as
excellent as you'd expect, but the Brando has such head-lolling natural
beauty it's in a league of its own, with a blazing light that, in the early
morning, hits the shallow waters as though they were an ocean of milk.

Necker Island

[British Virgin Islands]
The most northerly of the Leeward Islands, this archipelago is home to
several private islands, none lovelier than Sir Richard Branson’s Necker
Island, which lies 30 minutes by boat north-east of Tortola, itself a
35-minute flight from San Juan (which is, ironically, best reached on
British Airways, which flies direct from Gatwick). Its 74 acres are home
to 200 flamingos, 60 resident staff and a maximum of 28 guests.
It’s an idyllic place. Indeed it’s hard to believe that a more beautiful
stretch of sand exists than Turtle Beach, off which an aqua trampoline is
anchored to the seabed.

Private Island Retreat
[Greece ]

There are still places in the Mediterranean where you can hide
out and relish the sense of remoteness. This summer house
on a privately owned islet, at the beginning of the Cycladic
islands, feels fantastically far-flung but is actually just 45
minutes from Athens by speedboat and a stone’s throw from
the bigger island of Evia. Its 300 hectares are covered with
ancient, gnarled olive trees and heavily scented wild thyme,
and small sheltered beaches ring the shore. The scenery is
ancient and untouched, and there are no other buildings
except for some historical houses and a chapel near the jetty.
The century-old villa has belonged to the same Greek family
for three generations. Built in a neo-classical style, it is airy
with high ceilings and large windows looking out on to the
Aegean or the quiet gardens. It’s understated and elegant,
with antique tiled floors and original fireplaces in each of
the six bedrooms, far removed from the holiday madness
of nearby Mykonos. A chef and full round of staff can be
arranged, and the closest shops and restaurants are found in
the pretty ports of Marmari and Karistos, just across the water.
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FLOAT YOUR BOAT

A raft of new and expanded options mean the latest super yacht launches are really making waves...

Hot Yacht
Sleek and silent with a glistening black and silver profile, 66m Okto was a serious head turner at the 2015 Monaco Yacht Show.
Everything about this new, no-expense spared super yacht for hire screams "Party!” from the 6m infinity pool with coloured mood
lighting on the deck to the 65sqm foredeck that doubles as a dance floor and helipad. For once, ladies can keep their heels on, thanks
to the composite Esthec decking in a racy design of grey with black stripes. Other wow points include lordly swivel armchairs on the
upper deck, a cinema salon with a whopping 2.6m three dimensional plasma screen, a dedicated beauty and massage parlour and
a fastidiously soundproofed doors that keep noise levels in the guest cabins astonishingly low. Interiors have a zany, Art Deco feel to
them, with the abundant use of mirrors, stainless steel and bold black and white geometric designs. Crowning all this is the Owner's
Suite, with a master stateroom, study and walk-in dressing room. Here, the 'piece-de-resistance' is a huge private balcony with folding
guardrails that can be extended out over the waves at the touch of a button.
www.y.co/tacht/okto

Tender Moments
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They say travel is all about getting there, which could
explain the current vogue for show off tenders. After all,
when you sail to and from your super yacht it needs to
be aboard something equally stylish. Traditionally, this has
meant having a tender in a matching livery, but now there
is a trend for something slightly more fun and versatile. One
such vessel is the Maine based Hodgdon's new 10.5m Limo
Tender, with wood trim and handsome orange leather seats.
For interested parties, the 18.1m Strider 19 from Italian
manufacturer Sacs is the largest RIB (rigid inflatable boat)
tender ever built, with space for 22 guests and a top speed
of 50 knots. Or, for something showcasing British class,
hope aboard the 12.2 Spirit P40, handcrafted in Ipswich by
spirit Yachts. Here, a sophisticated design displaying a regal
navy-blue hull and glossy woodwork comes with a secret - a
cosy cabin - perfect for some seaborne relaxation.
www.hodgdonyachts.com; www.sacsmarine.it;
www.spirityachts.com

Cruising Together
The number of luxurious traditional
sailing boats cruising the balmy waters
of eastern Indonesia increases every
year, but nothing comes as private
and exclusive as a voyage aboard
Alexa. Originally built to carry spices,
this 31m teak phinisi, based on the
island of Flores in the Azores, has been
redesigned in a chic all-white colour
scheme and has just one suite - perfect
for honeymooners. The crew of seven
includes a chef, a dive instructor and a
spa therapist, with bespoke itineraries
offering the chance to swim with
manta rays, meet the dragons of
Kimidi National Park, and admire the
untouched beaches and sensational
marine life of Raja Ampat.
www.alexaprivatecruises.com

Double The Fun
Extravagant as it might seem,
tandem charters are a popular route
to achieving the perfect holiday
at sea. As marine regulations only
permit super yachts to carry up
to 12 passengers, booking a pair
allows for a larger party, as well as
greater flexibility. You'll also have
extra tenders to ferry you around.
On multi-generation cruises, one
yacht can be used for adults and
the other for children and nannies.
Another option is to pair a large
yacht with a smaller one - the latter
can go into bays where the water
is too shallow for the former. A
good charter broker will advise on
suitable combinations.
www.fraseryachts.com

Dining With The Stars
Forget about ship’s biscuits. Next time
you charter a yacht, why not book a
world-famous chef? Thanks to a new
service from Burgess Yachts, leading
chefs can create menus aboard some
of the most impressive super yachts
in the world. Options include sailing
round the Mediterranean on the 65m
Seanna while enjoying Burrata with
ripe nectarines and basil prepared by
Ollie Dabbous and cruising through the
Caribbean aboard the Invictus while
feasting on carpaccio of sea bass with
fennel juice, orange, chilli and olive
oil created by Phil Howard from two
Michelin starred The Square. Or how
about voyaging through the Maldives
on the Titania while dining on crab
curry prepared by David Thompson
from Nahm? Tough choice.
www.burgessyachts.com
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GOLD LIST 2016:

THE BEST RESTAURANTS IN THE WORLD
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Bar Tartine

J Sheekey

La Bottega Del Buon Caffe

It takes some chops to stay at the top in
the ever-changing culinary landscape of
San Francisco's Mission District, where
reputations soar and dip faster than a
Silicon Valley stock option, but 10 years
on from its opening, Bar Tartine remains
the area's blue-chip bistro. Using flavours
and techniques from diverse cultures, chefs
Nick Balla and Cortney Burns turn out a
changing menu of beautifully presented
sharing plates, such as sprouted-lentil
croquettes with kefir and coriander and
their signature beef tartare. Though its
name will change later this year to Crescent
(the chefs are in the process of buying the
joint), the emphasis will remain on the
ultra-local and homemade, with housefermenting and curing and cheeses made
on-site.

Crimson-and-gold awnings, mystiqueinducing frosted windows and a doorman
- J Sheekey seems to add a touch of
glamour to the restaurant industry. True,
owners Chris Corbin and Jeremy King, who
bought this 122-year-old Covent Garden
establishment in 1998, are standardbearers of old-world romance. Yet its four
rooms and adjoining oyster bar (woodpanelled walls, photos of showbiz darlings,
glamorously gloomy lighting) feel cosy
and discreet. Service is attentive but not
overbearing. Head Chef Andy McLay's food
ranges from austerely plain grilled Dover
sole to flamboyant fruits-de-mer platters
and piquant monkfish-and-prawn curry.
Accompaniments such as voluptuously
creamed spinach or mash - superior nursery
nosh - are heavenly, as are the puddings,
including Bramley apple pie crowned by a
perfect oval of ice cream.

After moving to a smart new space on the
south bank of the Arno, Claus and Jeanette
Thottrup's latest venture (they also own
rural boutique hotel Borgo Santo Pietro), La
Bottega del Buon Caffé, has become one
of Florence's top tickets thanks to the deft
hand of chef Antonello Sardi. His assured,
nouvelle-Tuscan cuisine gives equal billing
to meat and fish, showcasing produce from
the farm at Borgo Santo Pietro. Standouts
on the current menu include foie-gras
crème brûlée with red-onion ice cream and
rack of venison, its sauce enriched with
chocolate. It all looks gorgeous, as do the
handsome surroundings with lots of dark,
knotted wood. Not that hungry? Sink into a
squashy sofa in front of the fire and enjoy a
little something from the snack menu.

[San Francisco]

www.bartartine.com

[London]

[Florence]

www.borgointhecity.com

www.j-sheekey.co.uk

Pavillon Lydoyen
[Paris]

LaChez Vrony

Tradition and high aesthetics meet
technical wizardry at this historic, threeMichelin-starred Paris restaurant, now
under former Le Meurice chef Yannick
Alléno. Lunch or dinner at Pavillon Ledoyen
might begin with poached langoustine
with bitter-almond mousse and parsley-oil
broth, followed by Gunma Wagyu beef
with Noirmoutier potatoes, fried milk and
iodised spicy mustard mixed with fresh
oysters. If this reads like molecular mumbojumbo, it isn't: Alléno's brilliance is in
producing true distillates of his ingredients
to use as the basis for an intense sauce. The
results, even in a pudding, say, of blacksesame meringue with strawberries and
shiso chlorophyll, are the truest flavours
and textures. 'Without sauce,' says Alléno,
echoing Escoffier, 'there is no celebration.'

Vrony Julen met her future husband Max
Cotting at the restaurant that bears her
name in the immaculate hamlet of Fildeln,
above Zermatt. 'I used to be a guest here,'
Max says ruefully. 'Now I wipe the tables.'
Together they are a faultless double-act,
modest and irrepressibly cheerful. Chez
Vrony's menu is based around Alpine staples
(cured meats, cheeses) produced on-site.
A lunch of veal with apricots, mushrooms
and rösti is unimprovable. The restaurant
occupies the building where Vrony grew up,
a quintessential Valaisan hut, woody and
pokey with wild contemporary touches. The
couple's ingenuity, however, is trumped by
God's: the view of the Matterhorn from the
terrace is, well, divine.

Bar Raval

[Copenhagen]

Toronto's coolest restaurant is inspired by the
pintos bars of northern Spain, Gaudíesque
architecture and conservas, the elegant
tinned food typical of Barcelona. Bar Raval's
extraordinary custom-made mahogany bar
undulates through the space, up onto the
walls and over the ceiling (it makes you
think if only Gaudí had computer software,
the Sagrada Familia would have been
finished long ago). In the morning, regulars
pop in for a quiet cortado and dulce de
leche and jamondoughnut; in the evening
there's a mix of knockout boquerones,
smoked mackerel and squid in pork fat
from chef Grant van Gameren which, along
with the great music and drinks list, elevate
the experience to something approaching
symphonic.

The setting for Geranium - within FC
Copenhagen's home ground Parken might seem a little strange, but the eighthfloor views across the leafy-green canopy
of neighbouring park Fælledparken and the
sails of Oresund's windmills beyond, reflect
chef Rasmus Kofoed's nature-meets-urbane
approach to cooking. Dishes emerging from
the open kitchen include a frothy wildmushroom soup served in silver-plated,
Fabergé-like eggs, crispy-carrot spheres
caramelised around a sea-buckthorn-berry
centre and charred scallops with young
Jerusalem artichoke cocooned in edible
foraged flowers and mosses. Each dish on
two Michelin-starred Geranium's 20-course
tasting menu is a sensory feast, yet Kofoed
insists he is simply 'cooking the food from
my childhood'.

[Zermatt]

www.chezvrony.ch

La Pineta
[Tuscany]

This seaside restaurant just south of
Tuscany's Bolgheri wine region has
something of a cult following thanks to
its mild-mannered chef, Luciano Zazzeri.
From the outside, once you've negotiated
the rutted road through pinewoods to
the shore, it looks like an ordinary beachshack bar. Inside, however, is an elegant
dining room with white-linen tablecloths.
In summer the pretty veranda under a riverreed roof is a more informal setting for
sunbathers coming in from the waterfront.
La Pineta virgins should opt for one of
two well-priced tasting menus to sample
Zazzeri's unshowy but persuasive way with
straight-off-the-boat seafood, as evidenced
by his bollito misto (who knew boiled fish
could taste so fresh and delicate?).
www.lapinetadizazzeri.it

www.pavillon-ledoyen.fr

[Toronto]

www.thisisbarraval.com

Geranium

www.geranium.dk

The Jane
[Antwerp]

Michelin-star chef Sergio Herman and chef
Nick Bril created their “fine dining meets
rock ’n roll” restaurant vision together with
Piet Boon over three years ago in a mythical
location in Antwerp; the chapel of a former
military hospital. Chef Nick Bril, Herman’s
former right hand man at restaurant Oud
Sluis in Sluis in Zeeland, is responsible for
the day-to-day running of the restaurant
and decides on the tasty menu together
with Sergio. In terms of food style, The
Jane is heavily influenced by Zeeland, Asia
and the Mediterranean. The hosts serve
an eclectic tasting menu, with the option
of either 6 or 7 dishes, at lunch or dinner.
Their unique selling point is their consistent
use of citrus, vegetables and seasonal fresh
products.
www.thejaneantwerp.com
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Question Time
We interview esteemed
traveller and key figure for
London in the GCC region,
Mr. Howard Hartley from
Grosvenor House, A JW
Marriott Hotel, on his
favourite things.
What’s the first thing you do when you get home
from a business trip?

"I am a typical Cancerian. Although I adore to travel, I look forward to
coming home and seeing my partner. Regardless of the season, one of
my first visits is into the garden and check all the plants are OK, look for
new additions to the fish pond, frogs, newts and baby fish depending
on the season.

There’s no place like...

Sukhumvit Road in Bangkok – great shopping, wonderful restaurants and
shops.

Best place you’ve ever stayed?

Kuda Huraa in the Maldives as close to paradise as you can get.

What would be your desert island book?

Non-fiction Derek Jarman’s Garden or fiction – At Bertram’s Hotel by
Agatha Christie.

What would be the soundtrack to your life?
Changes by David Bowie.

Name one of your travel heroes
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Alan Whicker – I grew up with Whickers World and loved his Orient
Express and Concorde episodes – classic TV.

What do you never leave your house without?

Notepad and pen and business cards – You never know who you may
meet so always be prepared.

What drives you?

Meeting different people and seeing new places".
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MICE specialists for the Middle East Market

Looking for
someone to
book your next
incentive
group?
Look no further.
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Contact Groupstay Now
Call: +44 (0)20 7587 0001
Email: groups@groupstay.net
Visit: www.groupstay.net

